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SECTION B
By AMY THON
Staff writer
The Illinois House of Repre-
sentatives Thursday unanimously
passed a bill which will give
student trustees a vote on
university governing boards.
Chris Merrifield, Eastern’s
liaison to the capital, said the bill
passed with only one amendment.
The amendment changed the bill so
that the governor would not be able
to pick the student trustee, she said. 
This is the second bill brought
before the House about giving
student trustees the vote. The first
bill was amended by Gov. Jim
Edgar. The governor performed an
amendatory veto to change the bill
so that he would be able to chose
the student trustee from each
school.
With the new bill, the governor
will only be able to choose the
trustee at the University of Illinois
and at Southern Illinois University
because both U of I and SIU have
multiple campuses and multiple
representatives.
The student trustee at Eastern
would be chosen by the student
body when they elect the Vice
President for Public Affairs.
“The bill will go to the Senate to
be acted on the week of Nov. 10
when they are in session on Nov.
11 and 12,” Merrifield said.
Ruthie Rundle, vice president for
public affairs and current Eastern
student trustee, said the approval of
the bill by a vote of 116-0 sends a
very powerful message of
approval.
“I think this is very exciting,”
Rundle said. “All I can hope is that
it passes through the Senate with
the same speed and the same
support.”
The Student Action Team has
been working to influence House
representatives and Senate
members to vote in favor of the
new bill.
Student Action Team member
Ellen Eardley said they were not in
favor of the amendatory veto.
“We decided we were not in
support of the amendatory veto
because it took away the student
decision on who the trustee would
be,” Eardley said.
Since the group did not have
enough time to get to Springfield
before the bill was discussed in
committee, Student Action Team
members lobbied by phone
Tuesday morning. 
“Tuesday morning Student
Action Team members called
committee members and let them
know Eastern supported Winkle’s
amendment,” Eardley said. 
The Student Action Team will be
writing letters to senators with their
Student trustee
vote bill passes
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Staff writer
A $720,000, four-year loan, was
awarded to Eastern’s Office of
Minority Affairs to help provide
students with things such as
leadership development skills.
The Student Services Grant,
from the U.S. Department of
Education, will help provide
students with tutoring, counseling,
study skills enhancement, cultural
activities and supplemental
instruction.
“TRIO assists low-income/first-
generation/disabled students to
stay in college until they earn their
baccalaureate degrees,” said Ann
Beck, director of TRIO.
“Statistically, they drop out of
school more due to being
overwhelmed with the pressures of
college.
“We are trying to keep these
students in school and add to
Eastern’s 61 percent graduation
rate,” Beck said.
Students currently enrolled in
TRIO programs nationally mirror
the nation’s multicultural and
multi-ethnic society.
“Although this grant is under
the supervision of the Minority
Affairs Office, it is designed to
serve all students,” Beck said.
Of the national TRIO students,
39 percent are white, 36 percent
are African American, 16 percent
are Native American, 4 percent are
Asian American and 16,000 are
disabled, a press release stated.
“What we hope to accomplish is
to continue enhancing our already
strong freshman-sophomore
retention rate of 81 percent, as
well as provide critical support to
upperclassmen to ensure their
academic success through
graduation,” Beck said. “A unique
component of the program will be
the use of faculty mentors to assist
students in obtaining internships
and in continuing their studies in
graduate and professional
schools.”
Eastern is one of only 808
colleges and universities chosen to
house such a program. Eastern
will be serving 175 carefully
selected students. Students
enrolled in the program are
required to participate in all
support services, as requested, a
press release stated.
“Eastern was one of the last
schools to receive the grant
because we didn’t apply for it
right away,” Beck said. “Most
academic institutions are already
involved in the TRIO program.”
JOHN BATES/staff photographer
“Mary” returns from the dead and plays a haunting tune Thursday night at the fateful piano in
Pemberton Hall as part of the Halloween festivities. 
By SCOTT BOEHMER
and HEATHER CYGAN
Staff writers
With the sounds of screaming, banging doors
and Mary playing the X-Files theme on piano,
dozens of students took journeys through a
“haunted” Pemberton Hall Thursday in an attempt
to see the legendary fourth floor.
The tour lead students through a dim-lit maze
and into the basement of the hall before bringing
them through normal, occupied floors arriving on
the landing of the fourth floor.
Several students waiting to see the tour said the
hope of seeing Mary, Pemberton’s legendary ghost,
which brought them to the event.
“With all the hype, it shouldn’t be cheesy,” Anne
Bergstrom, a sophomore speech and English major,
said as she waited in line.
Once inside, students were terrorized by spooky
costumed characters positioned throughout the tour,
House of Representatives approval
sends proposal to Illinois Senate
Eastern receives $720,000 grant
for student development skills 
We are trying to keep
these students in
school and add to Eastern’s
61 percent graduation rate.”
– Ann Beck,
director of TRIO
“
ANNA BETZELBERGER/staff photographer
Dressed for the holiday
Sarah Iverson, sophomore health studies major; Megan McGlasson,
freshman theater arts major and Stephanie Brandt, freshman undecided
major, dress up for the Rocky Horror Picture Show Thursday night as
part of the many Halloween activities on campus.
Students scare up ghosts
Students learn history of Pemberton’s Mary
See BILL page 2A
See GHOST page 2A
TM
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CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) – In a case
that riveted audiences on both sides of the
Atlantic, a 19-year-old British au pair was
convicted of murder Thursday by shaking
a baby in her care to death.
“I didn’t do anything,” Louise
Woodward said through loud sobs when
the verdict was read. “Why did they do
that to me?” 
It took the jury three days to convict
Woodward of second-degree murder in the
death of 8-month-old Matthew Eappen.
Woodward called 911 on Feb. 4 to say
Matthew had stopped breathing in his crib.
The baby died in his father’s arms five
days later.
The conviction carries a sentence of life
in prison with a chance of parole in 15
years. Middlesex Superior Judge Hiller B.
Zobel set sentencing for Friday morning.
Woodward’s parents sat stone-faced
after the verdict was read.
Matthew’s parents, Sunil and Deborah
Eappen, both physicians, were not in the
courtroom. They did not immediately
return a phone call to their home.
The defense said the verdict would be
appealed.
“I feel very strongly that anyone who
heard the evidence in this case knows that
Louise Woodward did absolutely nothing
wrong and did her very best to save this
child’s life,” said defense attorney Andrew
Good.
“Her parents are devastated, like we all
are.” The three-week trial captivated audi-
ences in the United States and in Britain,
where trials are not televised and viewers
were transfixed by the gavel-to-gavel tele-
vision coverage afforded the case.
The prosecution relied on experts who
testified that medical and autopsy reports
showed the baby’s injuries were caused by
being shaken violently and having his head
slammed against a hard surface.
Police officers also testified that
Woodward told them she had been “a little
rough” with the child, a statement she has
denied making.
Woodward, who took the stand on her
own behalf, was unflappable as she denied
doing anything to harm the child. She said
she only shook him when she panicked
while trying to revive him after some kind
of convulsion. She denied telling police
the baby’s head hit the floor.
19-year-old British nanny convicted of shaking death
ROBY, Ill. (AP) – An apparent-
ly deranged woman who held
police at bay for more than five
weeks was captured Thursday
when she ventured outside her
home, ending an armed standoff
that right-wingers had dubbed
“Roby Ridge.” “
She came out on the back deck
in the back of her house,” Sheriff
Dick Mahan said. “She walked out
far enough out that troopers were
able to grab her.” No one was
injured, Mahan said.
Shirley Allen, 51, was taken to
St. John’s Hospital in Springfield,
about 20 miles west. “She’s safe
and in the care of medical profes-
sionals,” said State Police
spokeswoman Pam Wieties.
The standoff in this small cen-
tral Illinois town began Sept. 22
when Allen brandished a shotgun
as her brother and sheriff ’s
deputies tried to take her in for a
court-ordered evaluation.
Allen’s relatives said they had
requested the exam because the
retired nurse was depressed and
paranoid after her husband died of
pancreatic cancer in 1989, and her
condition had gotten worse recent-
ly. She was even refusing to see or
talk to her mother and brother.
The standoff became a rallying
point for those who compared it to
Ruby Ridge and Waco as an
example of overzealous law
enforcement. Others questioned
the cost of the standoff – more
than $20,000 a day, according to
state police.
Police said Allen showed by her
actions – which included shooting
and wounding a police dog sent
into her home Sunday, and talking
to herself about suicide – that she
was dangerous to herself and oth-
ers.
She fired several shots during
the standoff, but the dog was the
only casualty.
Over the weeks, police had tried
to get her out of the green frame
farmhouse with tear gas, pepper
spray and Barry Manilow music,
along with a visit from a favorite
stepdaughter.
She had fought off tear gas fired
into her home by police by smear-
ing her face with petroleum jelly
and withstood bean bag bullets by
wearing heavy layers of clothing.
Allen had stepped out on her
porch briefly earlier in the stand-
off, but not long enough for troop-
ers to move in.
This week, state troopers
dropped off a package of food and
restored power and water, which
had been shut off, in a goodwill
gesture that they hoped would
calm her down.
Nearly two hours after Allen
was taken, just before noon, sever-
al of her relatives left Roby in a
caravan of cars. Allen’s step-
daughter, Kate Waddell, was smil-
ing broadly, and Allen’s brother,
Byron Dugger, raised his fist in a
triumphant gesture.
Earlier this week, Dugger said
his sister is “very sick and she
needs medical attention.”
Referring to their 86-year-old
mother, he said: “The only thing
she wants, the only thing I want, is
for my sister to have a chance to
get well.” Many neighbors sympa-
thized with Allen, and one tried to
sneak past police with food for
Allen, but was stopped by officers.
Others regularly joined
protesters at a makeshift camp
near the police barricade blocking
off the street to Allen’s home.
“The good feeling is it’s over
for her. The bad feeling is how
she’s going to be trapped after this
is over with,” said neighbor John
Powers.
“We don’t know if they’ll treat
her as a person who is sane or as a
person who tried to shoot their
dog.” Powers said he didn’t think
Allen had a mental problem when
the standoff started, but probably
does now.
Police capture Illinois woman
ending five-week armed standoff
occasionally yelling “hee hee hee”
and poking at their bodies.
Erin O’Brien, a junior pre-busi-
ness major, said this aspect of the
tour was especially effective.
O’Brien said her first reaction
to the tour was that it seemed to
be “a very typical haunted house,”
but added “the little person that
ran along the side was very good.
(The character) was very effec-
tive.”
Students were eventually led to
the fourth floor landing where
they were greeted by a faceless
man dressed in black. With eerie
sounds, they were told the legend
of Mary. Some students trying to
be brave started laughing, but
were quickly silenced when told
Mary was just behind the door.
As the legend goes, Mary was
bored one night over Christmas
vacation because she was one of
the few students left in the hall.
She ventured to the fourth floor to
play the piano.
A janitor that “wasn’t right in
the head” snuck through the door
and up behind Mary, the faceless
figure said. 
“With an axe he used to chop
firewood to keep this place warm
he (the janitor) did some bad
things to Mary,” the black figure
said.
After the janitor did his damage
with the firewood axe, Mary, with
blood all over her, managed to get
back to the door of her room –
number 308. With little strength
left, Mary scratched at the door in
vain until her death. 
While that tale is the official
myth of the ghost of Mary, some
students say they have heard other
rumors, including Bergstrom.
“Mary was sleeping with a pro-
fessor who was married and then
was murdered,” Bergstrom said.
Several students have heard of
the continuous haunting of Mary.
While most said they had only
heard second-hand accounts,
many still believed the stories.
“Yeah I suppose I do (believe),”
O’Brien said pointing at the fourth
floor window. “I heard back when
I was in high school people heard
things.”
GHOST from page 1A
“What we have planned is,
each member of the team is
going to write a form letter say-
ing Eastern supports House bill
2364 with Winkle’s  amend-
ments.  Then we will  recruit
(other students) and RSO’s to
send (letters) to their senators,”
Eardley said. “We are hoping to
get numerous people to send
letters.
“Hopefully each legislator
will get several letters from
Eastern students on this issue,”
Eardley said.
The Student Action Team
plans to show their support in
Springfield when the bill goes
to the Senate in November.
“We’ll be there to lobby in
person in Springfield in
November,” Eardley said.
BILL from page 1A
JOLIET (AP) – Attorneys for
a man accused of driving away
after hitting and killing three
girls on a dark road in Crete told
jurors repeatedly Wednesday that
prosecutors needed to prove he
knew he had hit a person.
Richard Devon, 43, is charged
with failing to report an accident
involving injury or death and
obstruction of justice, for
allegedly repairing a headlight
after the crash and lying to police
about the location of his
Chevrolet Blazer.
Devon was arrested more than
a week after Cari Sanaghan, 11,
Sheena Acres, 12, and Courtney
Lauer, 12, were hit and killed as
they walked along a secluded
road around midnight in May
1996. At the time, Devon lived
three houses from the Sanaghan
family.
As Devon’s trial began,
defense attorneys Tim Rathbun
and Frank Cservenyak Jr.
reminded jurors of a recent
Illinois Supreme Court decision
in a similar but unrelated case, in
which justices said prosecutors
have to prove drivers in hit-and-
run cases knew they hit a person
and not an object.
Cari’s mother, Cynthia
Sanaghan, moved many in the
courtroom to tears as she told of
discovering her daughter’s
bloody body in the street.
Prosecutor: man didn’t
know he ran over girls
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Staff report
Throughout ten sessions of an
all-day assessment conference, fac-
ulty members concluded Eastern’s
integrated core has lost its original
purpose and mission.
During the second session titled,
“The Present: Assessment
Results,” Jill Owen, chair of the
General Education Assessment
Committee, said the integration
core helps to “keep on track of
where we are going.”
She said the integrated core was
implemented five years ago and
since then, six main issues and
concerns have come up repetitive-
ly.
The six issues are the availabili-
ty of seats, integration of the cur-
riculum, differing perceptions of
literacy, course assessment, institu-
tional planning and assessment and
addressing the nine traits and abili-
ties.
“The problems are there aren’t
enough seats, no one knows what
integration means and Eastern stu-
dents aren’t writing well,” Owen
said.
Faculty members who attended
the workshop titled “The Original
Version” were concerned about the
large general education classes.
Faculty members felt these large
classes were not beneficial to stu-
dents.
Panel member Ken Sutton
addressed this concern.
“General education should be
high quality,” Sutton said. 
Sutton also said they are contin-
uing to try and put pressure on the
administration to create smaller
classes which would be more writ-
ing intensive.
The session was a question and
answer session between faculty
members and a panel of Council on
Academic Affairs members. The
panel members began by introduc-
ing themselves and their involve-
ment in the CAA. 
The panel also felt that they had
created a good framework for gen-
eral education and now needed to
take a more specific look.
“I think it’s an excellent general
education framework, now we
need to look at it. Eastern has an
awfully good general education
program,” Kandy Baumgardner
said.
Faculty members who attended
the workshop titled “Past, Present,
Future: A Workshop on General
Education” were provided with the
opportunity to address the link
between institutional planning and
assessment, with suggestions for a
better relationship between the
two.
“Planning and assessment are
integrated,” Jill Nilsen, special
assistant to the president, said.
“The two need to be brought
together.”
Charles Evans, assistant vice
president for academic affairs,
agreed. “Assessment and planning
on our campus is developed as two
separate and discreet activities,”
Evans said. “We should be doing a
single activity that will make it eas-
ier on us.”
The object of the discussion
remained somewhat unresolved,
however, as panel members began
to open up with their opinions on
what actions had already been and
needed to be done.
“Active and ongoing faculty
need to implement change,” Alan
Baharlou, chair of the geogra-
phy/geology department, said. He
compared the faculty and their
desire for change to a group of
mice that wanted to hang a bell on
a cat so they would know where it
was coming and going, and thusly
avoid danger.
“The mice were smart enough to
make this bell to hang around the
cat’s neck, but when it came to
hanging it on the cat, the mice all
looked at each other and asked
who was going to do it,” Baharlou
said to a laughing crowd.
The faculty needed to be able to
improve teaching and classes
through departmental and institu-
tional planning and budget,
Baharlou said.
- Staff writers Amy Thon, Heather
Cygan, Jaime Hodge and Justin
Kmitch contributed to this article.
General education
curriculum lost its
original purpose
By JUSTIN KMITCH
and HEATHER CYGAN
Staff writers
Eastern faculty and committee
members addressed the universi-
ty’s goals for the general educa-
tion program Thursday.
Jill Owen, chair of the General
Education Assessment
Committee explained the newly
revised GEAC assessment sched-
ule, beginning with the progress
of the Senior Assessment of 2-3
Traits.
Owen said more planning has
occurred since the beginning of
the fall semester and the program
will be ready to fund a pilot pro-
gram in the spring  of 1998. The
GEAC has agreed to focus on the
traits and abilities the ACT
COMP did not address.
She reported the new integrat-
ed core courses were added to
the General Education Matrix of
course objectives and the matrix
was printed in segments.
“We are asking faculty to con-
sult this matrix and get back to
us with what three objectives of
the nine main objectives are they
addressing in their classes,”
Owen said.
Katherine Bartell, chair of the
University Academic
Assessment Committee, and
Owen presented results of the
assessment research during the
seminar titled, “The Present:
Assessment results.”
The results addressed the uni-
versity’s goals for the general
education program.
The nine main objectives
include, literacy, reasoning abili-
ty, quantitative analysis, histori-
cal consciousness, scientific
awareness, social responsibility,
aesthetic literacy, multicultural
awareness and intelligent curiosi-
ty.
Bertel spoke about the
Assessment of Students in gener-
al education courses.
“We have been asking depart-
ments to do assessments for a
long time,” she said. “In 1995-
96, all departments were asked to
assess and run a pilot study. A
majority followed through with
the request.”
Bertel said two questions need
to be answered when performing
assessments; What has the
department learned about how
effectively its courses are
addressing the traits and objec-
tives they were designed to fos-
ter? and Does information from
this assessment lead you to
believe changes need to be made,
and if so what are these changes?
“We have made a schedule so
that we don’t receive all these
assessments at once,” Bertel
said. She said by the first
Tuesday of every October three
departments are expected to
report.
Bartel said the university is
trying “to find adherent value to
special education,” during a sem-
inar titled, “The present: more
results.”
The history of the study of the
integrated core by the Carnegie
visit in 1994, was brought to
attention of the GEAC with
speaker Kandy Baumgardner,
associate dean for undergraduate
affairs at Utah State University
in Logan.
Eastern has not studied their
undergraduate education require-
ments in 10 years, Baumgardner
said.
She said it was an honor for
Carnegie to visit because Eastern
was chosen out of 29 schools in
the United States. This sparked
the idea of the committees to
conduct an internal study once
again, she said.
To begin reviewing the inte-
grated core, they reviewed litera-
ture that met national and state
standards, Baumgardner said.
With their study they included
student and faculty survey and
administrative views, she said.
The study was conducted for
about one year, Baumgardner
said. Although much work was
done through several commit-
tees, “it was much harder on
CAA (the Council on Academic
Affairs) that year,” she said.
A total of 234 courses were
available for general education,
which there was no standard phi-
losophy for, she said. 
“(We had to) train faculty how
to go about it,” Baumgardner
said. “It’s a constant battle to
convince them that general edu-
Goals of integrated core examined
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor
(from left to right) Council on Academic Affairs members Ken Sutton, Jill Owen and Mary Wohlrabe lead
discussion on what changes CAA should make to the integrated core curriculum. The discussion was part
of a 10 session all-day workshop.
Faculty, committee members
search for ways to reinstate
program during conference
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“It was beautiful and simple as alltruly great swindles are.
– O. Henry
American writer (1862-1947)
today’s quote
Evolution: long on theory, short on proof
The state of the constitutional-planning pro-cess is worthy of a faculty referendum, and
the Faculty Senate lost sight of this on Tuesday.
The senate shot down an opportunity to hold
a referendum that would have gauged the facul-
ty’s opinion on whether the planning process
should be halted for an assessment of costs and
efficiency.
Dissenters took issue with the dangers of
stopping the planning
process, saying that
plans should always be
in motion or risk the
inability to get going again. 
They also said a referendum is not necessary
considering the faculty members have already
voted for the Faculty Senate as their representa-
tive body in university matters.
The senate members forgot, however, the
essence of the issue: faculty input. Nothing is
wrong with opening the polls for the faculty’s
opinion.
It can only help with an all-encompassing
issue such as constitutional planning, especially
considering that only 13 of the 300-plus faculty
members make up the senate. The constitutional
plan, a proposed list of goals for Eastern to
achieve over the next couple years, covers all
aspects of the university – the faculty included.
With a referendum, the number of faculty
members who turn out, regardless of the out-
come, is a decent assessment of how much they
collectively care about an issue or how much
they trust the senate members as their represen-
tatives.
Further, the results of such a referendum
would show the faculty’s degree of comfort with
the constitutional-planning process as it stands.
The senate should reconsider a faculty refer-
endum but reword its language so it does not
focus on whether the planning process should be
postponed.
Rather, the senate should ask the faculty if it
is either comfortable with the state of the plan-
ning or worried about its costs and effective-
ness.
The time involved with holding a referendum
is part of the senate members’ duty, and it would
be time well spent, especially if they voted
down Tuesday’s proposal only because of the
way it was worded.
Editorial
To the editor:
Let me set the scene. It’s 6:55
a.m. I have my Mountain Dew to
wake up, half a pack of cigarettes
and my trustworthy cordless phone
set up with 581-6640 on redial. 
And so starts my date with touch-
tone registration service. 
I started off with a busy signal,
but I refused to get discouraged.
Now it is 8:00. Same annoying busy
signal. Three cigarettes later, it is
8:30 and I  st i l l  have not gotten
through. 8:45, 9:00, 9:15, 9:40 –
same damn busy signal. 
Now I am pissed. I begin cursing
the school without worrying about
volume or manners. 
Finally, after smoking about a
total of seven cigarettes and drink-
ing the Dew, I said “#@!*!%! it”
and called the registration office. 
A lady politely answered and I
asked her why the hell I couldn’t get
through. “I called for two hours and
50 minutes,” I said. 
She then said, “Oh, by the way,
the registration computer is down –
they’re installing new hardware – it
will be ready some time in the after-
noon.”
After she said that I said, “Why
the hell don’t they at least leave a
message to inform us students about
the breakdown?” No reply. 
Twenty minutes later, I jokingly
called 581-6640 just to hear that
busy signal again to reassure my
newfound insanity. 
But this time, I got through and
got my classes. 
Sometimes you just have to say,
“What the #!@!!!”
John Hortatsos
senior speech 
communication major
your turnThanks Carman Northfor cooperation while
painting dorm rooms
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
Maybe you’re like me; I’vegot to have the facts. When I
first heard of the theory of evolu-
tion, I blindly accepted it like so
many others until one day I
searched for the facts that evolu-
tion is supposedly built upon.
What I found might surprise you;
it sure surprised me. I’ll leave it up
to you to decide.
First, evolution teaches that
there were “primitive” forms of
humans found, yet this goes
against scientific evidence. Nine of the 12 discovered “primi-
tive” humans were not part human at all, but they were found
to be only extinct apes or monkeys. To further this point, the
last three “primitive” humans were found to be entirely mod-
ern human beings with no part monkey or ape. For example,
Homo Erectus was classified as a primitive man, because its
brain was too small. Actually, its brain is in the middle range
of modern humans. The neanderthal man is another case
where today we know that it was a modern human who had
arthritis deformans, which can disfigure the brain.
Secondly, “micro-evolution” (the adaptation to small
changes due to natural selection) has always proven to be
true, yet it can never prove evolution.  Yet evolutionists try to
use it to give evidence for evolution with examples like bac-
teria that becomes resistant to antibiotics. In truth, there is no
evolution taking place in “micro-evolution” or natural selec-
tion, because there is not an increase in complexity (the cre-
ation of something new). “Micro-evolution” simply
emphasizes already existing traits over other traits.
Evolutionists cite that “macro-evolution” (large-scale
changes like people being created from hydrogen gas) is pos-
sible, because of small-scale changes seen in “micro-evolu-
tion.” But scientists have documented that living organisms
have limits to the small-scale changes of “micro-evolution,”
and that “macro-evolution” is a scientific impossibility.
Thirdly, evolutionists commonly give the “Big Bang” the-
ory for the universe’s beginning. Explosions have always led
to disorder, yet evolutionists claim that the “Big Bang” led to
order. How is this possible? Evolutionists claim that order is
increasing over time, yet the second law of thermodynamics
states that systems become disordered over time. Everything
in the universe deteriorates and dies whether it’s a living sys-
tem on earth or the universe itself.
Fourthly, where are all of the
transitional fossils or “missing
links”? Also why do fossils in the
fossil record first appear fully
formed? Evolutionists might claim
that transitional forms of a crea-
ture are scarce, but how can they
miss every single transitional fos-
sil from the countless fossils they
have found? Moreover, there is no
evidence of transitional plants or
animals in the fossil record to sup-
port evolution’s claims. If evolution is the supposed “great
law” in the universe, it should be easily seen everywhere,
and to prove, yet it has never been seen in the past or
observed today.
Furthermore, in the theory of evolution, life comes from
non-life and humans come from animals. So why, if evolu-
tion is true, is each impossible in science today? What about
the bones of humans found with and in the same layer as
extinct dinosaur bones? Or how could the ability to repro-
duce evolve when an organism does not have the reproduc-
ing ability? Or why would evolution begin to produce an
eye, ear or anything else when this new thing would not ben-
efit the creature until it was complete? For life to exist at all
on the earth, the earth, moon, sun and galaxy must fall within
extremely narrow ranges to support life. The design of the
universe in its complexity, interdependence and order points
to a great designer or creator. A great house implies a great
architect, and likewise a magnificent universe implies a
divine creator. As we have seen, evolution is much less than
a substantial theory; in fact, it has no evidence at all to back
its claims. Evolution is more of a “religious belief” than sci-
entific fact.
I will leave off with a quote by Henry Morris, a former
evolutionist, who states that “Many...believe in evolution for
the simple reason that they think science has proven it to be a
‘fact’ and, therefore, it must be accepted. ... In recent years, a
great many people ... having finally been persuaded to make
a real examination of the problem of evolution, have become
convinced of its fallacy and are now convinced anti-evolu-
tionists.”
– Clarence Searcy is a senior English major. His e-mail
address is cucs3@pen.eiu.edu.
CLARENCE SEARCY IV
Guest columnist
“Evolution is
more of a 
‘religious belief’
than scientific
fact.”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u k a v @ p e n . e i u . e d u
Faculty Senate lost
direction in faculty
referendum debate
By JOE SANNER
Staff writer
The Apportionment Board
Thursday voted not to give fee-
funded boards on campus addi-
tional allocations this year.
Although the vote wasn’t
unanimous, the general consen-
sus of the AB was that too much
money was lost after the Aretha
Franklin Family Weekend con-
cert .  I t  was est imated that
$38,000 to $40,000 – and possi-
bly more – was lost after the
concert.
Some AB members opted to
loan $20,000 to cover the
University Board losses, but the
AB as a whole will  have to
decide on the issue. The AB
said the amount of money the
UB could receive would depend
on the final tally of losses from
the Family Weekend concert.
One option discussed was to
charge the interest on the money
loaned to the UB. AB members
also discussed whether to put a
limit on the time allotted for the
UB to pay back the loan.
“If  they constantly lose
money, this is going to be a
problem for us,”  said Mark
Herman, AB vice chair.
“It’s not our responsibility to
tel l  them how to run their
board,” said AB member Craig
DeSimone. “They have made a
mistake, fine, but I don’t think
we should be here to punish
them.”
Steve Zielinski, student vice
president for financial affairs,
said the loan wouldn’t be a pun-
ishment for the UB, but it would
be the best possible solution for
students.
As a result, the AB formed a
sub-committee to be in charge
of writing a proposal regarding
the loan to the UB.
The UB has reserve funds
that  are used to compensate
losses from low concert ticket
sales.  However,  the UB’s
reserve funds have depleted to
$18,000 because of the Doobie
Brothers and Collective Soul
concerts last year.
This means that money to
cover the losses may have to
come from the student activities
reserve fund, which is now at
$107,650.
The student activities reserve
fund can’t fall below $100,000
according to AB bylaws, but it
could if the AB votes to loan
this money to UB.
If this occurs, the five fee-
funded boards, such as Student
Government, University Board,
Division of Sports and
Recreation,  Dramatic
Performances and the AB, won’t
receive additional allocations.
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Hey, Catholic - Christians... 
HOLY DAY
MASS FOR
FEAST OF
ALL SAINTS 
TODAY, 6:00 PM
in COLEMAN
AUDITOTIUM
Before you party with 
goblins and ghouls...
Come celebrate the Saints.
The Daily
Eastern News
is your door
to the EIU
community
Schweet
Have a Happy
Birthday Randy!
Love
Natasha
By DAN OCHWAT
Staff writer
When traditional medicine didn’t help Carolyn
Schobe’s aching muscles, a professional massage
therapist did and ended up changing her career.
Schobe was a professional wallpaper hanger,
but after the successful therapy she received, she
changed her career and became a professional
massage therapist.
She now runs Therapeutic Massage, 610 Sixth
St. and recently opened Wellness and Wisdom,
which specializes in aromatherapy.
The inside of Therapeutic Massage is aimed at
relaxing clients and creating a serene atmo-
sphere.
“The environment and music lead you into a
relaxed state,” she said.
Schobe said she and another therapist special-
ize in three kinds of deep tissue muscle massage
beginning in different sections of the body.
“They are chiropractic massages that realign
the soft tissue in the back,” Schobe said.
She said the massages help loosen the muscles
and relax people.
“When someone is stressed the muscle short-
ens and tightens, so we elongate and soften the
muscles until it starts loosening and moving,”
Schobe said. “Finally the muscle heals by itself.”
Schobe said they also offer stress relief mas-
sages. She said the difference is that she doesn’t
go as deep into the muscle as she does for a back
massage.
Most of her clients are baby boomers with bad
backs, students in accidents, injured athletes and
geriatrics. Therapeutic Massage specializes in
“people in pain,” Schobe said.
Schobe provides two rooms and two therapists
and a massage costs about $45 for one hour.
The latest  addition to the building is the
Wellness and Wisdom aroma therapy store.
Aromatherapy focuses on creating a relaxed envi-
ronment and Schobe described it as a “healing
mode to de-stressing.”
Wellness and Wisdom carries books about
physical stretches, vitamins and nutrition and
self-help books. The store also carries essences
of incenses and candles that “pull you out and
create a soothing haven to go to,” Schobe said.
The store also carries items to help soothe
aching backs including Foamentek ice bags,
sacrowedgy and the Tempurpedic neck pillow.
Schobe said the products work well.
Aromatherapy is based on oils derived from
various plants. Each oil is placed in a diffuser
and dissipates, releasing it as a therapeutic aroma
that penetrates your body.  
Certain oils tackle specific problems; for
example, guilt and anxiety is helped by Sweet
Basil or Lemon Balm. There are hundreds of oils
and they are a serious form of therapy that actu-
ally interacts with your body. 
“The oil of a plant is the same life source as a
breath of a human,” Schobe said.
Everything in the store is between $10 and $15
except the oils, which range from $6 to $8. 
Massage therapy offers relief 
By AMY THON
Staff writer
Students who work for the
university may be paid twice a
month, rather than once, if the
proposal is deemed feasible by
Eastern administrators.
Jason Amato, student vice
president for student affairs and
originator of the proposal, said
the proposal is still in the plan-
ning stages.
Amato said he received feed-
back from students saying they
needed to be paid more often.
“Students need money sooner
than at the end of every month,”
Amato said. 
Amato also said he surveyed
students who worked in dining
services and  other on-campus
jobs and they all seemed sup-
portive of the idea.
Because of the increased time
and money which would need to
be spent on preparing student
checks twice each month instead
of once, Amato suggested an
electronic transfer system. The
system would save time and
money because the money
would go directly into the stu-
dent accounts, rather than print-
ing checks.
Amato said the electronic
transfer system also would bene-
fit students because their money
would be available sooner. The
money would go into students’
accounts at midnight on both the
15th and the 30th of each month. 
The electronic transfer system
is available at state and federal
chartered banks. The system
allows a student who uses a bank
in their home town to take
advantage of the opportunity.
Payday twice a month
under proposed plan
Fee-funded boards’ allocations cut
New store offers therapeutic
massage, aromatherapy 
ROB KARSTENS/Staff photographer
Ghosts, goblins and cobwebs
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity holds a haunted house Thursday night to
celebrate Halloween. The exterior is a visible prelude to the monsters
within the house.
Apportionment
Board says no
to more money
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Large One Topping Pizza
$5.99
Fri, Sat, Sun
Large One Topping 
and Twisty Sticks
$7.99
(Pan $1 Extra)
348-1626
Offer Valid 11:00 PM to Close Daily
Friends
&Co
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•509 Van Buren 345-2380  
Friday, Oct. 31
Backbone
w/ TrickleDown
Special spooky 
Halloween Show
Starts @ 9:00
Saturday, Nov. 8
FREE JAZZ SHOW
The CONQUISTADORS
featuring Brian Shaw, Mark
Maegdlin, and Gordon Jackson
Start @ 9:00
By TAMMIE LEIGH BROWN
and HEATHER CYGAN
Staff writers
A total of 12 Eastern students
and one Charleston resident were
cited with alcohol violations in the
past week.
Kevin J. Deschaaf, 19, of 318
Taylor Hall; Daniel J.
Witzigreuter, 19, of 317 Taylor
Hall; Nicole M. Wesolowski, 19,
of 906 Lawson Hall and Karen E.
Kammes, 19, of 907 Lawson Hall,
were all cited at 1:49 a.m.
Saturday at 2524 Carriage Lane
for purchase/acceptance of alco-
hol by a minor, a police report
stated.
Craig P. McKeough, 22;
Michael J. Macfarlane, 22 and
Adam D. Spencer, 23, all of 1108
Cambridge, were cited for disturb-
ing the peace and sale/gift of alco-
hol to a minor.
Cameron T. Hill, 22, of 1105
Sixth St., was cited at 3:58 a.m.
Sunday at his residence for dis-
turbing the peace, a police report
stated.
Jason J. Wiatrak, 23, and Kevin
M. Deacy, 22, both of 1025
Fourth St., were cited at 2:55 a.m.
Sunday for selling alcohol without
a license.
Michael H. Robinson, 22, of
1617 Ninth St., was cited 7:10
p.m. Saturday at his residence for
driving under the influence of
alcohol and failure to give infor-
mation after striking unattended
property/vehicle.
David Lee LaFrance, 22, of
1627 Seventh St., was cited at
11:56 p.m. Monday his residence
for disturbing the peace, a police
report said.
Anthony J. Hallowell, 19, of 12
Railroad Ave., was cited at 12:23
a.m. Wednesday on the 1200
block of Garfield Avenue for driv-
ing under the influence, illegal
consumption of alcohol by a
minor, leaving the scene of prop-
erty damage/accident, failure to
reduce speed to avoid an accident
and failure to give information
after striking unattended
vehicle/property, a police report
said.
In other city and campus police
news:
■ Bucky L. Reddish, 18, of Pana,
was cited at 11:48 p.m. Oct. 24 at
1700 Adams Ave. for aggravated
battery and obstructing a peace
officer, a police report said.
■ Larry E. McGrath, 60, of 2535
Hidden Oaks, was cited at 9:31
a.m. Thursday at the parking lot
of 1521 First St. for disorderly
conduct.
■ Matthew S. Hubeck, 22, of 708
Fifth St., was cited at 4:08 p.m.
Oct. 23 at Illinois Route 16 for
disorderly conduct. 
■ Steven M. Graham, 23, of 115
W. Madison, was cited 4:05 p.m.
Tuesday at Wilb Walker’s West, at
505 W. Lincoln, for retail theft.
■ The Lamdba Chi Alpha house
in Greek Court reported that
someone broke the back window
of their chapter room. The dam-
age is estimated at $75, a police
reports stated.
Homecoming weekend activities
nets 13 alcohol-related citations
BLOTTER
Police
A broken water main break
next  to  the  Mart in  Luther
King Jr.  Universi ty  Union
was clamped and fixed late
Wednesday night.
Carol Strode, the assistant
di rec tor  of  Faci l i t ies ,
Planning and Management,
said work on the broken main
was completed  around 11
p.m.
The main broke around 5
p.m. Wednesday.
“The water main has been
fixed and the only thing left
to do now is to go ahead and
put the dirt back and put the
gravel back the way it was,”
Strode said.
Workers  brought  out  a
backhoe to dig out  a more
than seven-foot-deep hole in
the  ground to  get  to  the
source of the leak. 
The water  and mud was
suctioned out and then trans-
por ted  and dumped in  the
woods behind the Campus
Pond.
Strode estimated the dam-
age at about $250 to replace
the dirt and gravel and $120
for the clamp and the cost of
overtime work for an electri-
cian, plumbers and ground
crew employees working on
repairs.
The broken main  was
apparently causing by the set-
tling of the ground. Strode
said broken mains are fairly
unpredictable, and can hap-
pen two or three times a year
or go several years without an
occurrence.
“It’s not a commonplace
kind of thing, but no one is
surpr ised when something
l ike  that  happens  e i ther,”
Strode said.
By ERIN M. WELTZER
Staff writer
A speaker living with the Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome virus will
speak Saturday to help fund the AIDS
Memorial Quilt.
The speech titled “Action Against AIDS”
will be held at 7 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Tickets are $3 for students and $5
for the general public.
Erick King, member of the Action for
AIDS group, will be the keynote speaker.
“He works in New York with individuals
who are living with AIDS,” said Anne
Ybarra, co-overall coordinator of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt Committee.
Other speakers include Jason Amato,
Student Affairs Vice-President; Holly Cofer,
Health Education Coordinator and Joyce
Zschau, a representative from the Reach-
Out AIDS Health Source.
“I was asked to speak because of my
involvement on campus and my interest in
the AIDS quilt,” Amato said.
The program also includes a short video
entitled “Voices of the Quilt.”  
“It shows a different perspective of why
people made a square (of the quilt),” Ybarra
said. “It’s a deep emotional thing.”
Three-hundred and four of the 42,901
three-by-six foot panels of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt is scheduled to be on dis-
play between Jan. 27 to 31.
“The quilt helps to promote HIV aware-
ness,” Ybarra said. 
“It lets you see the enormity of the epi-
demic and is a memorial for those who have
died.”
The organization needs to raise $4,500 to
reach the $8,000 fee to acquire the panels
for display. The money that exceeds that
amount will be donated to the Coles County
Health Department, Ybarra said.
UB event scheduled to help fund AIDS Memorial Quilt
The quilt helps to promote HIV awareness. It lets you see the enormity of
the epidemic and is a memorial for those who have died.”
– Anne Ybarra, 
coordinator of the AIDS Memorial Quilt Committee.“
Crews work overtime
to clamp water main
Settling of ground cause of break
Get your group
Warbler  Group Photos start next week.
Mondays 3:30-9:30 p.m.
Tuesdays 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Wednesdays 3:30-9:30 p.m.
Thursdays 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Fridays 3:30-9:30 p.m.
All Photos will be taken  on the hour and half hour 
in Coleman Hall.
1/3 page: $55
2/3 page: $100
Full page: $150
SPECIAL!!! For every senior who got their 
individual portrait taken already, we will discount
1% from the group’s photo (up to 30 percent).
Call 581-2812 for details or to sign up.
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H I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
102 north sixth street.charleston ☎345.9732
at
Friday Saturday
“Chronic Itch”
live 
w/s.g. 
“CrazyMarvin”
$2 w/Refresments
ticket stub
$3 w/costume
$4 without
by Popular Demand
“NothingPersonal”
w/s.g. “Splunkers”
music by Tonic,
Matchbox 20,
and More!
$1.25 Icehouse
$1.75 Corona/Beck’s
$1.25 Well Drinks
$2.00 Hooch Lemon Brew
No. 1
Best Chinese
food in town
1505 18th St.
Charleston
Hong Kong House
Hours:
Mon            4pm - 8pm 
Tues-Thurs  11am - 9pm
Fri-Sat      11am - 10pm  
Sun           11am - 9pm
Happy
Birthday
Selena Higgins
Buy Your own 
Cigarettes
Love Chris
Advertise with 
the Daily 
Eastern News
...or these punk kids will take turns 
bludgeoning your handmade 
jack-o-lanterns and splattering 
the remains across your glow-in-
the-dark casper lawn ornaments
By JESSICA SEDGWICK
Staff writer 
The Charleston Alley Theatre
will kick off their seventh sea-
son in November with the pro-
duction of  the play
“Durang/Durang.”
Tanya Wood, owner of the
Lincoln Book Shop and member
of the theater  group,  said,
“‘Durang/Durang’ is a delight-
fully, witty collection of six
short satiric pieces.”
The play, by William Durang,
is a series of one-acts, including
three parodies of other plays.
One of  the acts  performed
titled, “For Whom the Southern
Belle Tolls”, will be a spoof of
the Glass Menagerie.
“Durang is usually outra-
geous and r idiculing in his
plays to give his opinion on
things and to make a point”,
Wood said. “He zeros in on an
idea, and then takes off on it.
He uses theatre incredibly
well.”
The group, which began per-
forming in 1991, features a cast
of nine, including two newcom-
ers,  Eastern theater  majors
Daniel  Norton and Joe
Almonzo.
The play will be held at 8
p.m. Nov. 7, 8, 14 to 17 and 5
p.m. on Nov. 9 and 16.
The Charleston Alley Theatre
is located at 718 Monroe Street,
just off the square, opposite the
Will Rogers Theatre.
Tickets are $5 for the general
public, $4 for seniors and stu-
dents, and can be reserved by
calling the Charleston Book
Shop at 345-6070. Tickets may
also be purchased at the door.
Local theater puts on six satires
By JASON DOCKTER
Staff writer
In an attempt to familiarize
more students with the ser-
vices and crafts available at
The Craft Depot, the university
today will hold its third Craft
Depot Day.
The sale will be held from
10 a.m. until  5 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University
Union.
Jon Crask, the arts and
crafts coordinator for the
Union, said that there will be a
wide variety of craft demons-
trations, free food and drinks,
numerous craft items for sale
and free drawings for prizes at
the event.
Demonstrations by students
and staff members will include
wheel thrown pottery, stained
glass and bead jewelry. 
Crask said he hopes Craft
Depot Day will allow more
students and staff members to
become aware of The Craft
Depot and its involvement on
campus.
The establishment recently
created many of the banners
used in the homecoming
events, and helped with paint-
ing the windows in the union’s
overpass.
In the next year or so, the
event will be turned into a craft
show, Crask said. 
Applications were sent out
to numerous craft vendors, but
the applications weren’t
returned in time to transform
this event into a craft show.
There will be a full-blown craft
show next fall, Crask said.
Craft Depot day plans
arts, demonstrations
The Residence Hall Association Thursday voted to
allocate $16 from its off-campus programming fund to
donate to the upcoming St. Jude’s Research Hospital
fund raising event.
Several RHA members said residence halls would
rather donate money to the event than directly to the
hospital.
The event will be at Ted’s Entertainment and Sports
Bar, at 102 N. 6th St., on Nov. 13., and will feature
three bands including Chronic Itch, Dark Eden and
Cleveland Streamer.
In other RHA business, Shane Ryan was elected to
represent the student body on the camps and confer-
ences committee. 
Ryan has worked with this group in the past, and
hopes he can do the best to his ability. 
“I have seen how this group works and I know how
much work goes into this,” Ryan said.
RHA approved funds for donation
BLOOMINGTON(AP) – A
Bloomington man found crushed in
a compacted bale of cardboard was
probably alive when the recycling
machine started.
Authorities also revealed that
Harold E. Donnelly, 47, had visited
a friend employed at Weyerhaeuser
Recycling in Normal on Saturday.
The (Bloomington) Pantagraph,
quoting unidentified sources,
reported Thursday that Donnelly,
who was unemployed, was living
in a garage behind the
Weyerhaeuser employee’s apart-
ment building with his help.
Police have questioned the friend
and other employees about
Donnelly’s death. Weyerhaeuser is
also investigating, spokesman
Jason Plute said.
McLean County Coroner Dan
Brady said an autopsy on Donnelly
showed no gunshots, stab wounds
or signs of strangulation.
“There was no suggestion that he
was dead somewhere else and then
was transported to that location,”
Brady said.
Normal Police Chief Walt Clark
said police are investigating three
possible scenarios: that Donnelly
fell into the recycling bin and was
accidentally killed; that he commit-
ted suicide; or that he was inten-
tionally killed.
A forklift driver found Donnelly
early Monday as the bale of card-
board was being readied for ship-
ping to a paper mill.
Bloomington man dies
in recycled cardboard
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) – A pregnant
woman can’t be charged with murder or
manslaughter for shooting herself in the
abdomen to kill her fetus, Florida’s
Supreme Court ruled today.
The case began in St. Petersburg in
March 1994 when 19-year-old Kawana
Ashley was turned away from an abortion
clinic because she didn’t have enough
money. She was a little over six months
pregnant.
Single, unemployed and already the
mother of a toddler, Ms. Ashley put a pillow
over her abdomen and shot herself with a
.22-caliber pistol.
She underwent an emergency Caesarean
section and doctors delivered a 2-pound 2-
ounce girl who had a bullet wound to the
wrist. The baby, Brittany, died two weeks
later of organ failure.
Ms. Ashley told officers she had shot her-
self “in order to hurt the baby” but later
denied trying to kill the baby and said the
gun went off accidentally.
Prosecutors charged Ms. Ashley with
third-degree felony murder and with
manslaughter, both with possible 15-year
sentences.
The murder charge was dismissed, first
by the trial court and then by the 2nd
District Court of Appeal in Lakeland.
Both the state and Ms. Ashley, represent-
ed by the Center for Reproductive Law and
Policy in New York, asked that the state
Supreme Court consider the case.
The state wanted the murder charge rein-
stated. Ms. Ashley wanted the manslaughter
charge dismissed.
In today’s unsigned ruling, Florida’s high
court said an expectant mother can’t be
criminally charged with the death of her
child resulting from self-inflicted injuries
during the third trimester of pregnancy.
The Supreme Court noted that opinions
by earlier courts have held that a third-party
– but not the pregnant mother – can be held
criminally liable for causing injury or death
to a fetus.
And Florida lawmakers haven’t passed
any statutes overriding the “common-law
doctrine of immunity for the pregnant
woman,” the Supreme Court wrote.
Pregnant Florida woman shoots herself in the abdomen
SPRINGFIELD(AP) – Gov.
Jim Edgar is lobbying lawmakers
to raise the state gasoline tax
3.75 cents a gallon and the vehi-
cle registration fee by $17.
If approved, that would boost
the gas tax to 22.75 cents a gal-
lon and registration fees to $65.
Republican and Democratic
leaders in the Illinois House
agree that Edgar has a “reason-
able package” and are letting the
administration lobby members,
said Dick Adorjan, a spokesman
for the state Department of
Transportation.
Adorjan said the administra-
tion has not begun lobbying in
the Senate, where President
James “Pate” Philip, R-Wood
Dale, has repeatedly objected to
raising taxes and fees.
Philip spokeswoman Patty
Schuh said that position has not
changed.
“I don’t anticipate many mem-
bers of our caucus would support
that,” she said.
Despite Philip’s traditional
opposition, Edgar said there
seems to be a willingness among
legislative leaders to discuss the
idea.
The increases would help pay
for billions of dollars in bonds to
fund road construction and
repair, as well as work on the
Chicago Transit Authority sys-
tem.
“There seems to be a willing-
ness among the four leaders to
take that to their caucuses and
possibly be able to agree on
something that would help (the
CTA) as well as help highway
construction and transit needs all
over the state,” Edgar said.
“Everybody recognizes that
education is the top priority, and
I’m very hopeful that (if) we do
education, we could deal with
transportation and ... some other
issues,” Edgar said.
Edgar and lawmakers are try-
ing to reach agreement on a plan
to boost funding for public edu-
cation, in part by raising a vari-
ety of smaller taxes.
Edgar lobbies to raise gas tax
Prices to go
up 22 cents
per gallon
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Delivery Special
Take Out
345-2844
Large Pizza
(single topping)
$7 00
Add a Quart of Soda for $1.25
Jerry’s
Pizza
Corner of 4th & Lincoln
Happy Birthday
Randy if it don’t
make dollars it
don’t make sense.
Love from,
R.C. & Stu’s
SSG McDade
217-258-6381
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern’s men’s soccer team’s
playoff hopes my be determined
today as the Panthers take the
pitch against  the Braves of
Bradley at 2 p.m. at Lakeside
Field.
The Braves enter the game
with a 9-6 overall  record.
Bradley’s fortunes have not
been as good in Missouri Valley
Conference action however, as
the Braves have gone 0-4
against MVC foes so far. They
are currently in last place in the
conference.
Eastern sits at 2-13 overall, 1-
3 in the MVC. Eastern will be
looking to break back into the
top six in the conference in
hopes of making it to the confer-
ence tournament.
Last year the Panthers beat
the Braves for their only confer-
ence win.
Eastern head coach Tim
McClements said today’s game
is pivotal for the Panther team.
“It’s obviously one of the
biggest games of the year,” he
said. “It’s important that we get
a result. A win would be huge
for us as far as getting into the
Missouri Valley tournament and
that’s been our goal all year.”
Despite taking last year ’s
meeting, McClements said this
year’s game will be “a battle.”
“Bradley is a good team,” he
said. “They’ve had some mixed
results in their last few games.
They have a strong team.”
McClements said the bite of
the injury bug led to the recent
difficult ies suffered by the
Braves.
“They’ve had some guys
injured who will be back,” he
said. “They’ve gone through the
portion of season where they
had some bad luck. But we
expect them to be at  full
strength.”
As for the Panthers, according
to the coach, the men are rela-
tively healthy and looking for-
ward to the game.
The Braves are led into the
game by a pair  of forwards,
freshman Justin Arabadjief and
sophomore Dan Goldstein,
along with senior goalkeeper
Matt Marden.
Goldstein and Arabadjief are
tied for the team lead in scoring
with 11 points each. Arabadjief
has five goals and one assist,
Goldstein has four goals and
three assists.
Marden leads the MVC in
saves with 62. He has four
shutouts this year, and is third in
the OVC in minutes played.
Marden has allowed 13 goals for
a 1.04 goals against average.
At the head of the Panthers’
points list is junior forward Jeff
Nix. He has tallied four goals
and three assists this season.
The Panthers main netminder
so far this season has been
freshman Ryan Waguespack.
With a 1.98 GAA and 48 saves
in 12 games, Waguespack has
anchored a strong corps of
Panther keepers.
Even with the strength of the
young keepers,  Eastern will
have to play a focused game to
get by the Braves.
“I think the guys know that
they have to play really hard,
really physically,” McClements
said. “We’re going to have to
play at a high level. We played
at a high work rate against
Drake. We played at a high work
rate against Creighton and we
did really well. 
“We didn’t do that against
Southwest Missouri and you can
see what happened,” he said.
“The guys know that they have
to come out ready to play.”
Men’s soccer takes
on Bradley at home
in conference match
DEERFIELD(AP) – Dennis Rodman advised
coach Phil Jackson to start Jason Caffey at power
forward “until I get back the respect from my
players and coaches.” Jackson is  heeding
Rodman’s suggestion – kind of.
“Dennis is taking my advice,” Jackson said
Thursday, “and is starting on the bench.” 
So, like injured teammate Scottie Pippen,
Rodman won’t be in the lineup Friday night when
the three-time defending NBA champion Chicago
Bulls open the season at Boston against Rick
Pitino’s rebuilt Celtics.
Unlike Pippen, who will be out about two more
months after undergoing foot surgery, Rodman
will play.
“Twenty-five minutes,” Jackson said. “Half a
game.” Rodman, who missed the entire exhibition
season as he waited to sign a one-year contract,
still isn’t in game shape. 
He will be replaced by Caffey, a third-year pro
who has improved greatly.
“He’s starting to instinctively play the game
better,” Pippen said. 
“He’s not thinking so much on the floor, which
caused him to make a lot of mistakes. He’s start-
ing to get comfortable with the players surround-
ing him.” 
In addition to Caffey and center Luc Longley,
Jackson will use a three-guard lineup.
Jordan will play forward on offense, as he usu-
ally does when Pippen assumes primary ballhan-
dling duties. 
Ron Harper, normally Jordan’s backcourt part-
ner, will play forward on defense most of the
time.
And either Randy Brown or Steve Kerr, both of
whom have nagging injuries, is expected to start
at the other guard.
Jackson said the 6-foot-6 Rodman will play
some center as part of a very small lineup to
counter the full-court pressure Pitino’s Celtics are
likely to apply all game long.
“People have been talking about why scoring is
down. It’s because teams walk the ball up the
court. The league needs more Rick Pitinos as
coaches,” said Kerr, who has a sore knee. 
“I think it’s refreshing, though it may not seem
refreshing tomorrow night for us.”
IKUYA KURATA/Associate photo editor
Freshman forward Jake Spain takes tries to get the ball past a Valparaiso player on Oct. 5 at home. The
Panther’s lost the game 2-1. 
Rodman not in Bull’s starting lineup
Power forward position to be filled by CaffeyHARTFORD, Conn. (AP) –
Banned former heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson was hos-
pitalized with broken ribs after
overturning his motorcycle on
an interstate exit ramp.
Tyson, 31, was recovering
today at Hartford Hospital after
the accident Wednesday even-
ing. He was in stable condition
and expected to be hospitalized
about two days, hospital spokes-
man James Battaglio said.
Tyson’s manager, Rory
Holloway, said his fighter was
sore, but in good spirits.
“We’re just fortunate that he
is OK,” Holloway said. “It
could have been a lot worse.”
The accident happened on
Interstate 84 in Manchester,
about 10 miles east of Hartford,
during evening rush hour.
Friends said Tyson’s 1100 cc
Honda skidded when it hit some
sand. He was wearing a helmet
and a leather riding jacket.
Holloway said Tyson was
heading home to his estate in
Farmington from Holloway’s
home in New Jersey. Two
friends also riding motorcycles
were with Tyson.
They had missed the Farm-
ington exit, and were attempting
to turn around at the Manchester
exit when Tyson went down,
Holloway said.
After the accident, Tyson
called his Farmington home for
a car, Holloway said. He arrived
at the hospital about 9 p.m.,
some four hours after the acci-
dent.
“He went home for a few
hours, didn’t feel too good,”
Holloway said at the hospital
late Wednesday. “He just want-
ed to be sure, so we came in
here.”
Tyson hospitalized
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What happens when
32 teeth try to fit into
a size 28 mouth?
For most of us, wisdom teeth represent
four additional teeth that our mouth can’t
accommodate.  The result can be impacted
wisdom teeth producing pain and possibly
causing damage to the other teeth.
It is not unusual at this time of year for
students to have trouble with their wisdom
teeth.  Stress and lack of proper rest and diet
seem to act as a catalyst for a wisdom tooth
flair-up.
Ideally the mouth should be x-rayed in
the teen years to tell if the wisdom teeth are
going to present a problem.  If so, early
removal is usually easier, less complicated
and recovery time is much shorter.
At Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial
Surgery, the removal of wisdom teeth is done
as an outpatient surgery in our offices and is
often covered by insurance.
Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
102 Professional Plaza
Mattoon, IL 61938
217-345-7070      Philip R. Banghart, DDS
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
After a two week layoff, the men’s vol-
leyball club is back in action this weekend
as they travel to Illinois State.
Senior team captain Dan Downs said the
rest period will work to the teams’ advan-
tage.
“We’ve had time to work on the things
that need to be worked on,” he said. 
Senior setter Matt Tillman said during
the last two weeks, the team has worked on
fixing some problems and developing a
new scheme.
“We worked on some passing and we
introduced a couple of new plays for the
tournament this weekend,” he said. 
The team will be split up into two
squads this weekend. The A team will be
facing Taylor University, Indiana State
University and Illinois Wesleyan
University. The B team will face the
Illinois State A team, Iowa State B team
and Northern Illinois A team. 
Playing on the A team will be Downs,
junior Vince Devall; Tillman, senior
Dennis McNamara; freshman Dan Hutton
and sophomore Christian Schiavone. 
Tillman said the team is going into the
tournament with a positive attitude.
“We’ve been waiting for this tourna-
ment. We get to see a lot of different teams
from all over,” he said. “We love tourneys
and playing all day long.”
Like Eastern, all the teams that are com-
peting in this tournament are not NCAA
affiliated.
Tillman said there was one major differ-
ence between the Eastern club team and
the other club teams they are competing
against.
“We are playing against teams like Iowa
State and the University of Illinois who all
get support from their schools, while we
don’t get any support,” he said. 
To prepare for the meet, Eastern prac-
ticed on Wednesday. Downs said the prac-
tice had its up’s and down’s.
“It went OK. It was frustrating in some
parts because I know we could do better,
but we should be ready for Sunday,” he
said.
Downs said they will use the tournament
to see where they stand at this point in the
season. He also said he hopes all the play-
ers will get some playing time this week-
end.
“I hope to see experience from all our
players this weekend because our players
need some playing time,” he said. “There
are 16 teams there so they should get a lot
of time in the game.”
Eastern opened up its season with a loss
to Illinois State, and Downs said he hopes
the team will improve from that perfor-
mance.
“In the ISU game we beat ourselves,” he
said.
Even though the Illinois State is not in
Eastern’s A team pool, there is a chance
the two will face each other. If they do
meet up, Tillman said they would be better
prepared for them this time around.
“We’ve done some new things and
we’ve adjusted some stuff,” he said.
“We’ve developed some new plays so
we’re ready for them. I hope we play
them.”
Downs said one certain position has
improved since the season-opening loss.
“Our middles have gotten a lot quicker,”
he said. “They’re not at 100 percent yet,
but it’s just a matter of time.”
To be able to win some matches this
weekend, Downs said the team has to play
smart and be mentally in the game.
“I know we can do it,” he said. 
Men’s club volleyball set for tourney after week off
We are playing against teams
like Iowa State and the
University of Illinois who all get sup-
port from their schools, while we
don’t get any support.”
–Matt Tillman, 
senior setter
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Indiana State junior quarter-
back Matt Gajewski is struggling
a little bit so far this season. He
has passed for 416 yards and
thrown only two touchdowns.
The Sycamores have had some
bright spots on offense, mainly in
senior wide receiver Anthony
Williams is averaging 85.6 all
purpose yards a game to lead the
team.
Eastern senior middle lineback-
er Thomas Williams will be head-
ing up the defense trying to stop
the Sycamore attack. He leads the
OVC with 101 tackles and it is the
third straight year that he has
made 100 tackles.
Spoo warns that the Syc-
amores’ offense may not be as
bad as it looks on paper and that
they are capable of much better. 
“We can’t afford to not play
hard,” Spoo said. “They rarely
have a lack of effort. Coach Raetz
does a good job of preparing his
players.
“In the past they have passed to
hurt us. As of late they have been
struggling a little,” he said. “They
have not been regarded as a
throwing team, so they will have
to find a way to score.”
Last week against Austin Peay
the Panthers got off to a slow
start, but Spoo is not worried
about something similar happen-
ing.
“I have not noticed a breaking
off. There seems to be a renewed
enthusiasm,” he said.
Senior quarterback Mike Simp-
son is coming off a performance
against Austin Peay that earned
him OVC Offensive Player of the
Week honors. Last week he was
18-20 for 219 yards and four
touchdown passes.
Simpson’s completion percent-
age on the season is 72.3 percent,
which is best in the nation among
I-AA quarterbacks. He is also
ranked seventh in the nation in
passing efficiency with a 152.7
rating.
“It would be a god sent for him
to keep it up,” Spoo said.
“Simpson has to rise to the occa-
sion and be productive. He had
and exceptional game last week. I
hope that he can find a way to
have a few more.”
Southwest Missouri  has
outscored its opponents 32-22 so
far this year, and between senior
Heather Miller and sophomore
Beth Schneider, the Lady Bear
goalies,  the average goals
allowed per game is 1.25.
More importantly in this game
than any other of the year, the
Lady Panthers must try to avoid
getting behind at any point in
the game. 
In every other game this year,
that Southwest Missouri was
ahead at halftime, they have not
let up and have won the game.
“It could be huge not having
to play a preliminary round
match, but the most important
thing in the game on Friday is to
play well and make as few mis-
takes as possible,” Ballard said.
LADY from page 12
TC
Eastern   vs.    
Illinois
Site: Memorial Stadium
Terre Haute, Ind.                  
Time: 12:30 p.m.
Radio: WACF-FM 98.5 
Records: Eastern Illinois 7-1
Indiana State 3-5
EIU Shorts:  
■The Panthers are on a seven-
game winning streak.
■ While Indiana State is in the
Gateway Conference, the game
as been designated as a Ohio
Valley Conference game for the
Panthers.
Indiana State shorts:
■ Indiana State only averages 8.8
points per game.
■ The Sycamores have lost the
last three games against the
Panthers, the latest was a 35-16
loss last season..
Indiana
State
GRIDDERS from page 12
the run game, it only opens up
the passing game,” he said.
This weekend the Panthers
travel to Terre Haute, Ind. to
face the Indiana State Syc-
amores.
Austin Peay was ranked
116th out of 118 Division I-AA
teams in the country in total
defense and now Indiana State
had taken over the 116th posi-
tion.
Even with the Sycamores’
poor defensive rating, Manuel
said they are still going to take
them seriously.
“(On) Paper (it) doesn’t mat-
ter,” Manuel said. “Every team
is different and they might do
something different defensively
against us that they have not
tried against another team.”
Manuel said the key to get-
ting another two touchdowns
against Indiana State this week-
end is to do the same thing he
did against Austin Peay.
“I have to execute,” he said.
“If a play is called for me, I
have to step up and do the job.”
MANUEL from page 12
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345-7849
1412 4th St. Charleston
Halloween Party!
Drink
Specials
Shot
Specials
$150 in cash
prizes
for costumes
Friday Lunch Specials
Turkey Burger..........................................$3.25
French Club Sandwich.............................$3.50
Express Lunch
Menus Available
By DENISE RENFRO
Sports editor
The ribbons were cut Thurs-
day for six new intercollegiate
physical education tennis courts.
“It brings together the entire
sports complex – it rounds out
the whole area,” said Lou Hen-
cken, vice president for student
affairs.
Eastern President David Jorns
cut the ribbon along with mem-
bers of Eastern’s men’s and
women’s tennis teams.
The courts, which are located
adjacent to the Monier Baseball
Field, are now open for all stu-
dents, student athletes and physi-
cal education classes.
The courts have not yet been
named by the university.
The total cost for the project,
which was completed by
Grunloh Construction, Inc. of
Effingham, was $229,849. 
“This shows the university is
willing to continue to upgrade
our facilities,” Hencken said.
“As soon as it was approved
they got in there,” said Dave
Kidwell,  sports information
director. “It’s been amazing the
number of people at the football
game who look over and say,
‘boy, those look great.”
Final approval of the courts
came form the Board of Trustees
on Aug. 27. 
Grunloh Construction, Inc.
was in charge of both designing
and building the courts, which
sped up the construction process,
said Morgan Olson, vice presi-
dent for business affairs.
“We wanted to get it done
before the snow flew,” he said.
The courts will enable the
men’s and women’s tennis teams
to play six simultaneous matches
in the same area which means
the teams will be able to have
more home matches.
“They’re really nice,” said
junior tennis player Jill Cochran.
“Usually the facilities that we go
to are a lot nicer, but since these
are new, then they’re better.”
SCOTT BEAUDRY/Staff photographer
Eastern President David Jorns and members of the tennis team cut the ribbon to the new intercollegiate
physical education tennis court Thursday afternoon.
New tennis courts
now open for play
Jorns, team cut ribbons
By JASON CANGE
Staff writer
All of this season’s training, preseason
workouts and overall dedication will be
measured this weekend as the men’s and
women’s cross country teams head to
Nashville to compete in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament at Tennessee
State.
“Our goal is to run intelligently but
aggressively. We need to keep a team focus
and the individual honors will follow,” said
head coach John McInerney.  “The (run-
ners) are excited and were inspired by
watching the men’s (cross country) team
capture the OVC Championship last fall.
They’re hungry and they’re going down to
(Nashville) to win it.”
Senior runner Cristen Conrad stressed
the importance of running as a team.
“We need a great effort from our top four
(women), and our five, sixth and seventh
runners need to close the gap on our four
frontrunners,” Conrad said. “There has
been a lot of improvement from senior
Kathy Hults and junior Heidi Fossum in
pulling the pack closer, so if our frontrun-
ners can run fast, we’ll put in a strong team
effort,” she said.
Defending OVC Champion Eastern
Kentucky will be the goal for the Lady
Panthers, as the Colonels return all of their
runners from last year’s squad.
“Eastern Kentucky and Southeast
Missouri have strong runners, so we’re
going to need at least five runners to race
for their lives,” McInerney said.
The Panthers will return three All-
Conference runners from last year’s third
place conference finish.
Sophomore Jo-Ann Trevino achieved a
fifth place finish as a freshman, good for
top honors on the team. Junior Sue Langer
earned sixth place and senior Cristen
Conrad captured seventh, both good for
All-Conference honors last year.
“We’ve had a great year. If we all do the
best we can, there will be no disappoint-
ment, regardless of where we finish,”
Conrad said. “Kathy (Hults) and I have
provided most of the leadership and we
both want to finish our senior year strong.”
In preparation for the lone 5,000 meter
event they will compete in, the women
have been undergoing taper down exercis-
es which will help them adapt to the
rolling terrain of Tennessee State’s course.
“We started with running three 300’s
(meters), then three 200’s and then ending
up with three 100’s,” Trevino said. “Now
we will have shorter surges to get the legs
moving which bring the heart rate up.
Eventually (the heart rate) will come back
down as we taper down for the hilly cours-
es.”
The men head south as reigning OVC
champions and are looking to remain kings
of the hill. 
However, the men will likely be without
the services of senior Ryan Meece. Meece,
who was an All-Conference selection last
year, has been slowed all season by
injuries and a recent illness and will be
used as an alternate.
“The guys know it’s a pretty severe set-
back, but we’re deep and still believe.
We’ll be counting on some guys from
behind to step forward and put in surprise
performances,” McInerney said.
The Panthers will be relying on their
fourth man, senior Mike McBride, to help
fill the void of Meece. 
“Mike is a big-meet performer and
we’re expecting a lot from him,”  Mc-
Inerney said. 
Two-time Conference Runner of the
Week Todd Moroney will be looking to
reverse his fortunes from last year’s meet
when he chose to run up front and had a
disappointing finish. 
Last year Eastern dethroned champion
Eastern Kentucky, who had won five con-
secutive titles from 1992-96. McInerney
said he sees them as the Panther’s  stiffest
competition.
“They return four of their top five run-
ners and went out and recruited a couple of
Kenyans. They have a strong frontrunning
three,” McInerney said.
McInerney said he also sees Murray
State as a threat but doesn’t believe they
have the depth that Eastern possesses. 
“(Murray State) has looked good this
year, but they don’t have the depth we
have. We have a tight group and all eight
could be a factor,” McInerney said.
Bruce Lundberg is one runner that
McInerney hopes will step up at the con-
ference meet. 
“Bruce has been a consistent two, three,
and four man and has been a pleasant sur-
prise,” McInerney said. 
Other runners looking for strong show-
ings are senior Steve Buti, Chad Baur and
sophomore Ryan Boyles, who according to
McInerney, “has made some nice gains and
is up where we need him.”
McInerney said freshman Ryan Hall, a
walk-on from Mattoon, also shows
promise.
“Ryan has done a super job and had a
great summer of training,” McInerney said.
“There’s really no pressure on him and
he’s been running well.”
Cross country teams head to OVC championship
game to get started,” Ralston said. “We
have to make sure we go in ready.”
Alishia Marshall’s 229 kills along with
Nkechinyere Olumba’s 185 and Diane
Gomez’s 181 kills lead the Lady Tigers to
989 total kills on the year. Marshall is
second in digs with 216, three behind
Regina Graham’s 219. The Lady Tigers
have 68 solo blocks to compliment their
148 total block assists. Olumba leads the
team in blocks assists with 45.
Tennessee State started off its season
2-4 before meeting conference teams
where they currently stand at 2-11 in the
OVC.
The Lady Tigers beat Eastern
Kentucky in four games for their second
conference game. They snapped a 10-
conference match losing skid with their
victory over Tennessee Tech last Tuesday
night.
Austin Peay, third in the OVC with a 9-
4 record, is having success not only in the
OVC but nationally as well. 
Freshman standout Becky Sowinski is
currently ranked second in the nation in
digs per game with 4.79. As a team, the
Lady Governors are third in team digs per
game with 21.17. Eastern is one ahead of
Austin Peay as its 21.53 digs per game
keep them in second place.
“Austin Peay has a solid team,”
Ralston said. “We’ve got to be ready to
go in there and play for a win.”
The Lady Governors defeated Eastern
in three games earlier this season. 
“We gave them the momentum (to
win),” Ralston said. 
With Austin Peay having four losses on
the year, Ralston said she hopes to get a
victory to tie the Lady Governors and
have a chance to move up past them.
“We’ve got a good chance to finish
ahead of them now that they’ve lost
four,” Ralston said.
The Lady Governors average 15.38
kills per game, with Sowinski’s 272 kills
leading the team. Sowinski leads Austin
Peay in blocks, 55 block assists and 23
solos and digs with 380.
“(We can’t) worry about stats. We have
to worry about winning the game,”
VOLLEYBALL from page 12
Our goal is to run intelligent-
ly but aggressively. We need
to keep a team focus and the indi-
vidual honors will follow.”
–John McInerney,
head cross country coach
“
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Panther senior split end Anton
Manuel played a big part in the
42-14 victory over Austin Peay
last Saturday. 
Manuel was on the receiving
end of two of the four touch-
down passes from senior quarter-
back Mike Simpson. 
Even with this feat, Manuel
does not take all the credit for
his performance.
“This is a team game – we all
work together,” he said. “If it
wasn’t for the offensive line
(Simpson) wouldn’t be able to
throw the ball. If it wasn’t for
the good passes, I wouldn’t be
able to catch the ball.”
Manuel said he did not go into
the Austin Peay game with a dif-
ferent attitude than he does in
any of the other game.
“I have the same goals every
game,” he said. “I go into every
game with the goal of helping
Eastern win the Ohio Valley
Conference championship.”
With this performance, Man-
uel increased his team-leading
reception yards to 318. 
He also has the team lead with
26 catches and these were the
first two touchdown receptions
of the year for Manuel. 
“It’s a matter of the coaches
calling on me,” he said. “If I’m
called upon to make the catches,
then I will do it.”
Eastern did use the air attack a
little more than usual, as Simp-
son completed 18-of-20 passes.
Manuel said he looks to see
more of the passing attack in the
games to come.
“If teams continue to bring
eight people to the line to stop
By KYLE BAUER
Staff writer
This Saturday the Panther foot-
ball team (7-1) will travel to Terre
Haute, Ind. to take on Indiana
State University (3-5). The game
has been designated an Ohio
Valley Conference game for
Eastern.
The Panthers are looking for
their eighth straight win which
would tie for the fifth longest
streak in school history.
Indiana State is coming off of a
double-overtime win against
Illinois State that ended a three-
game loosing skid for the
Sycamores.
While the Panthers have won
the last three against Indiana
State, Eastern head coach Bob
Spoo said playing in the
Sycamores’ Memorial Stadium
can easily change that. 
“Wins are hard to come by over
there,” he said. “I hope that this
(Panther) team has the same
resolve as the 1995 team that
went over there and won. Up until
two years ago the home team has
always won.” 
The 1995 game Spoo was
referring to was when the
Panthers clinched the Gateway
Conference co-championship
against Indiana State in Terre
Haute. Last season Eastern beat
the Sycamores 35-16 at O’Brien
Stadium.
Despite the recent success the
Panthers have had against Indiana
State, along with their seven-
game winning streak, Spoo is still
expecting a strong challenge.
“This is always a tough football
game, I hope that we can slow
them down,” he said. “They are
attempting to do some different
things and if they are successful,
it could be a problem.”
The Sycamores strong point so
far this season has been the
defense, as opponents are only
gaining 328.5 yards per game,
good for third best in the
Gateway. 
The Panther offense is averag-
ing 411.3 yards a game and have
scored 29 touchdowns this season
– Indiana State’s offense has only
hit paydirt six times.
“Indiana State has shown that it
can defend both the pass and the
run equally well so we will have
to be at the top of our game,”
Spoo said.
Gridders ready to tear down Sycamores
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
After coming off of a 2-0 con-
ference weekend, Eastern’s vol-
leyball team hopes to do the
same this weekend as they take
on two more conference foes.
The Lady Panthers travel to
Nashville at 7 p.m. tonight to
face Tennessee State and then
make a stop to Austin Peay at 4
p.m. on Saturday.
Eastern, 6-5 in the Ohio
Valley Conference and 14-11
overall, looks to avenge its mid-
season home loss to Austin Peay
as well as pick up a win against
Tennessee State, which they
have not yet faced this season.
“We would like to have a win
against everybody,” head coach
Betty Ralston said. “(It’ll give)
us confidence for the (OVC)
tournament.”
Tennessee State is still sitting
in last place with only two wins.
Ralston said, however bad their
showing, the team is no push-
over. Tennessee State defeated
second place Tennessee Tech,
sending them to fourth place in
the OVC and getting its second
conference win.
“They have upset a lot of peo-
ple at their place. They’ve got
athletes and all you need is one
By BOB MOSCHEL
Staff writer
On Friday evening, the 12-6 Lady Panthers will
close their regular season schedule, at the home
of the 11-4-2 Southwest Missouri State Lady
Bears.
The Lady Bears knocked the Lady Panthers out
of the conference tournament last year. Neither of
the two teams had a high seed last year and were
forced to play in the preliminary round.
A victory in Friday’s match means the differ-
ence between finishing the season with a second
or third seed. A second seed gives the team a bye
on next Thursday, while a third seed means they
would play Valparaiso in the opening round. 
Both Eastern’s head coach Steve Ballard and
Southwest Missouri’s head coach Rob Brewer
have stressed the importance of a pre-conference
tournament victory.
“This game will mainly be a test of our confi-
dence, but as everyone knows, beating a tough
team two times in a week is very difficult,”
Ballard said.
Brewer admitted that he has not seen Eastern
play this year and does not know what to expect,
but that fact does not take away from his team’s
drive in the game.
“A win in this game really counts as a win in
the conference tournament. If we get this win, we
actually win two,” Brewer said.
Both the Lady Panthers and Lady Bears have
been on hot streaks for their last four games.
Eastern has won its last four, while Southwest
Missouri tied its last game and won the three pre-
ceding it.
In the Lady Bears arsenal, sophomore forward
Jamie Hautzinger sits on top of the Missouri
Valley Conference in scoring, with 11 goals this
season, and junior forward Mitzie Rouse has
racked up six of her own goals.
“It is very difficult to come back and win the
conference if you don’t have the top seeds to start
off with. We’ll have to make this the most impor-
tant game of the year,” Brewer said.
SCOTT BEAUDRY/Staff photographer
Senior split end Anton Manuel shows off his pose for the Heisman
Trophy before practice on Thursday.
Manuel waits for his call
IKUYA KURATA/Associate photo editor
Junior linebacker Lance Lohrenz (51), senior defensive back Ibrahim Bawa (33) and two other Panthers
take down an Austin Peay player on Oct. 24 at home. The football team will face off against Indiana State
in Terre Haute on  Saturday. 
Lady Panthers finish season at homeVolleyball team hopes
for two more on the road
See VOLLEYBALL page 11A See LADY page 10A
See GRIDDERS page 10A
Manuel is coming off
a game against Austin
Peay where he caught
two touchdown pass-
es. He currently leads
the Panthers in catch-
es and receiving
yards.
PANTHER
WATCH
#1 Anton Manuel
senior receiver
See MANUEL page 10A
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SPOOKhouse
Creatures of the night invade Charleston
People show many faces onHalloween, some bare theirfangs and become blood thirsty
vampires, others decide to haunt 
the night as ghosts and still others
become the spooky characters of the 
horror film archives.
by jill jedlowski
& racheal carruthers
Verge editors
INSIDE
i t ’ s  s c a r y
Have a good scare with the Men of Adventure, page 2
Want to know your Halloween fortune? Palm reader, page 3
Horror film ,“I Know What You Did Last Summer,” page 4
Charleston bars gear up for Halloween fun, page 7
The Charleston Jaycees are res-
urrecting their Haunted Dungeon
from the grave it was put in last
year. At  7 p.m. tonight the Jaycees
will start conducting tours through
their basement of terror, located at
609 Sixth St.
“I love to scare little children,”
said Ruth Straith, a Charleston resi-
dent, brushing up on her character.
The Nasty Witch is the persona
she takes on, making people climb
out of their skin during their tour
of the Haunted Dungeon. As a
witch she proclaims Halloween is
her favorite time of year because
“it’s when all the elements and
eerie spirits come together. It’s
magic and witchcraft at its best.”
She said she can’t give her actual
favorite spell because a witch
would never give it up, but she
shrank a person once ... and to this
day he might still be shrinking  ...
she’s not sure.
SPOOKsee page 3
RIP
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Halloween.
The word alone conjours images of ghosts, masked
murderers and other things which go boo in the night.
But over the years, this holiday has become little more
than small children dressed up as “Powerful Puny
Dinosaur Troopers” running from door to door begging
for candy.
Granted, this is a scary thought, but our society as a
whole has strayed away from the true meaning of
Halloween. Scaring the beejeezes out of people.
Here’s where the Men Of Adventure come in.
Now, we’re not going to sit here and tell you what
can be done to make this year more memorable. That
has been done. As a matter of fact, we did that last
week. What we are going to do instead is show you
just how much fun there is to be had on Halloween
night.
We have tested the waters, weighed the issues and
scoured the greater Charleston area for the perfect
thing to do tonight. After careful consideration the
MOA have one word for you. Ashmore.
Now, we don’t speak of the little run-down town just
east of here. What we are talking about is the little run-
down abandoned insane asylum just east of here. Over
the years, this place has become the mecca of brave
souls and the mother of all ghost stories.
No one is really sure what this building once
housed, or why its inhabitants left in such a hurry. But
there are stories. These tales revolve around pagan rit-
uals and dismembered bodies. We aren’t sure if any of
them are true or not, but they sure do make for three
floors (four if you are brave enough) of unadulterated
fun in the middle of the night.
When the Men Of Adventure heard about it, we just
had to go. But since you, our loyal and lovely readers
really could care less about whether we went or not,
we will just tell you the steps you need to take to have
a fun time at Ashmore Estates.
Please Note: Going to Ashmore is highly illegal, if you
are caught in there don’t blame us. We didn’t tell you
to go.
The first task involved when undertaking such a
colossal feat such as this is finding the place. This is
no easy task. You see, since it is rather illegal to break
and enter into an abandoned insane asylum, no one
who has been there is really willing to admit they have.
Those who boast about it either don’t remember how
to get there, or were cowering in the back seat the
whole time they were there. So all you need to do is
open up your little black book and find one brave soul
who knows the exact location of this ghoulishly gothic
establishment.
Our next task involves gathering the necessary
equipment to make such a perilous journey into this
den of Satan. Now, when packing for a potentially dan-
gerous and slightly illegal excursion into the unknown,
you must remember these few tidbits of advice.
■ Always pack lite. This is a necessity when the old
senile lady that lives across the street comes running
out with a double-barreled shotgun screaming “Damn
you kids! Get off my @#$*! lawn!!!”
■ It is always a plus to keep with you items such as a
crucifix, garlic, a wooden steak, silver bullets, some
wolfsbane and a teeny bit of holy water. Of course if
you can’t find any of these things it is always helpful to
bring a baseball bat.
■ It is always a good idea to wear black clothing. We
know that black clashes with your surroundings but it
is not advised to wear your hot pink leg warmers and
that shirt your aunt bought for you last Christmas.
We’re not saying it wouldn’t look good, we’re just say-
ing the old lady with the shotgun will probably spot
you easier if you look like you stepped out of the movie
“The Birdcage.”
■ Most important you must never forget to take along
your three best friends Jack, Jim and Jose. These three
gentlemen make any trip into an adventure. Please
note: The MOA do not endorse alcoholism, we simply
practice it. Do as we say, not as we do.
After you are properly equipped and sufficiently
schnokered you are ready to make your way to this
house of horror. All you need to do is have your DD (of
course if you a schnokered you are not going to drive!)
drop you off in front of the asylum. Then move
stealthily around to the back of the property. Here you
might find a broken window, which might lead into the
boiler room. So, in the tradition of so many horror
films, all you need to do is squirm your way through
the window and into the boiler room. 
Once in the basement, that is if Ashmore even has a
basement, remember we never went, there are proba-
bly papers scattered all over the floor, graffiti all over
the walls, (what better way to say “I Love you” than
with a can of spray paint and an asylum wall) and stray
cats, no not the band, the animals. Those things can
really freak out the average person ... so be wary.
We’re assuming that since you have made it this far
you will probably want to make your way upstairs, it’s
also a pretty safe bet that no doors are locked, so you
don’t have to worry.
One of the rumors we have heard is that there is a
severed pig’s head on the way up the stairs to the third
floor, don’t panic, it’s dead and it can’t hurt you, it also
sort of gives the place a whole “Lord of the Flies”
atmosphere. Just tell him the MOA sent you. (Even
though, due to legal complications, we did not tell you
to go.)
Finally, there is the attic, we think. You have to find
the entrance to this lair of evil yourself, if there is an
entrance it would be in the ceiling ... somewhere. You’ll
probably need a chair to get up there.
We would tell you what is up there, but we wouldn’t
want to spoil the surprise and besides what makes you
think we went up there, we would never do anything
illegal.
MOA Words of wisdom: When the odds are against
you and are to scared to breath, just remember there is
absolutely nothing wrong with sticking your tail
between you legs and running away like the cowardly
dog you are. 
M.O.A.
M i k e  &  M a t t
M e n  o f  Ad v e n t u r e
Be afraid, very afraid ...
Editors Note: The Men of Adventure are professional satirists.
Please do not try this at home. No offense was intended in the
writing of this column. Send general praise or hate mail to The Men
of Adventure. Contact Mike Rice at cumar@pen.eiu.edu or Matt
Fear at cumff@pen.eiu.edu. Thank you, and have a nice day.
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“Learn 
& 
Live”
with keynote speaker
Erick King
The AIDS Memorial Quilt:
The Meaning
The Emotion
The Necessity
November 1, 1997  7:00 p.m.
MLK Union Grand Ballroom  $3 students / $5 general 
Evening includes: guest speakers Jason Amato, Joyce Zschau, Holly Cofer,
video presentation, beverages & hors d’oeuvres           Emcee:Erin Weed
*All proceedes to help bring panels of the AIDS Memorial Quilt to EIU*
COME IN COSTUME Recieve a coupon good for aFREE 8” pizza w/ your nextvisit (while suplies last)
Halloween Party at
$1.50 20oz u Keep the Cup
$1.25 refills
Lots of Prizes!
PLUS
$3.50 Lite Beer Pitchers
Are You Fed Up With 
High Prices For
Parts - Repairs - Tires - Tubes
call
Jimmy Walker Motorcycle Shop
345-3758
H o n d a  -  K A W  -  Y A M
CHINA 88
1140 LINCOLN   348-1232
WE DELIVER
Daily Lunch 
Buffet
$4.50
Now serving beer & wine
FRI & SAT  5-8 pm $6.95
All You Can Eat
Dinner Buffet 
Now Adding
Crab Legs 
SUNDAY All day Buffet 
11-2  $4.50
2-8  $5.99
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Open Mic night 7 p.m. Fri. Oct. 31 Coffee Talk in the Triad meal ID or $3 581-2878
Chronic Itch w/ Crazy Marvin 9:30 p.m. Fri. Oct. 31 Ted’s $3 345-9732
Delta Kings 9:30 p.m.Fri. Oct. 31 Jillian’s (Champaign) $2 (217)355-2800
Brian Shaw Trio 9 p.m.  Sat. Nov. 1 Friends & Co. Free 345-2380
South Side Jimmys w/ Capones 9 p.m. Sat. Nov. 1 Embassy (Champaign) Free (217) 384-9526
Nien Town Still 9:30 p.m. Sat. Nov. 1 Jillian’s  (Champaign) $3 (217)355-2800
Backbone w/Trickle Down 9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 31 Friends & Co. $3 345-2380
Wescott Wise & co. 9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 31 Gunner Buc’s Pub N Grub (Mattoon) Free 235-0123
Squeeze Tones 9:30 p.m.Fri. Oct. 31 Mabel’s (Champaign) $3 (217) 328-5700
Tub Ring w/Sea Bass 9 p.m. Sat. Nov. 1 Uptowner Free                              345-4622
Nothing Personal 9:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 31 Ted’s $3 345-9732
Poster Children 10 p.m. Sat. Nov. 1 Blind Pig (Champaign) $5 (217) 351-5700
Crow Jane 6-10p.m. Sun. Nov. 2 Gunner Buc’s Pub N Grub (Mattoon) Free 235-0123
Who When Where Price Phone
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“It’s a lovely thought,” she said, still in
character. “I’m a very good nasty witch.” In
character she’s claiming witchhood since
birth, which was at least 165 years ago,
she said. In reality; however, she’s been a
witch in the Jaycees Haunted Dungeon for
three years.
Another three-year veteran of
Halloween fun with the Jaycees is “Old
Man Slifir.” He’s been spooking children
out of his yard for years with a knife.
Paul Slifir, owner of Donna’s dry clean-
ing and laundromat, plays the part of a psy-
chotic neighbor who really hates it when
people traipse through his back yard.
“If you cut through my yard, I get very
upset,” he said in character. “I have a coffin
in my room and they could likely end up in
it if they do.” 
“I have to rake those leaves – they mess
up my leaves,” he said with the ghoulish
maniacal laugh of his character. An exam-
ple of what he has done to those who
have dared trespass in his yard will be on
horrifying display for those touring the
house.
Also weilding a knife is Alan Nees, an
Ashmore resident and four-year member
of the Jaycees. Only he will no longer be
Nees on Halloween night, he will be ... do,
do, dom ... Michael Meyers. Nees doesn’t
speak in character, but apparently he
doesn’t need to speak, dressing as the seri-
al killer of one of the horror mania flicks,
aptly named “Halloween.” 
Michael Meyers has his own room in the
haunted house where he terrorizes victim
after countless victim with his kitchen
knife.
Actually the victims aren’t countless and
Dan Gardner, president for the Jaycees,
said around 300 to 400 a night attend the
Haunted Dungeon.
The Haunted Dungeon is usually the
Jaycees biggest fundraiser, Gardner said.
The group participates in philanthropies
such as Project Snowflake, which provides
help for needy families around Christmas
time, Slifir said. Also this year the money
sponsors a camper for Camp New Hope,
which is for disabled children, that is if the
Jaycees collect the $425 that is needed to
send one Charleston child to camp,
Gardner said.
The Haunted Dungeon, is located in the
basement of Grand Ball Costumes.
SPOOK from page 1
The “Fun” and “Sganarelle” continuestoday. An evening of one-act playsopened Thursday and will run
through Tuesday. All the shows begin at 8
p.m. except the Sunday matinee at 2:00
p.m.
“Sganarelle” was written by Moilere and
is set in the Renaissance. This play, which is
first on the line up, is directed by Chris
Ham, senior theater arts major. Ham is the
recipient of the David L. Jorns Directing
Scholarship who said, “I really like classical
pieces.” 
The theme of this classic play is “convinc-
ing evidence may lead to wrong conclu-
sions.” In fact, that is a direct line from
Sganarelle herself played by Melissa
McCamish. She is accompanied by
Megan Grossbaur, Debbie Donovan,
Randi Morris, Aimee Dixon, Melissa
Statford, Sara Butcher and Amy
Singleterry. This all woman production
will show the heartache and humor of
all types of relationships. 
Kate Slovinski is directing Howard
Korder’s “Fun,” which will be per-
formed after “Sganarelle.” “Fun” is set
in modern day and is a typical day-in-
the-life-of-two 16-year-olds. 
Casper (Mike Alverez) and Denny
(Phil Ash) are on a testosterone filled
quest to find their version of fun. Their
fun involves the usual: sex, drugs and
rock ‘n’ roll. 
Slovinski chose this
play because “it’s an
unblinking look at reali-
ty.” (Yes, there are curse
words). Perhaps “Fun”
will parallel the 1994
movie “Kids.”
Slovinski also directed
“One night Only” at
Eastern which dealt with
issues surrounding
women. She challenged
herself with diving into
the rebellious activities
of teenage boys, she said. 
Other performers are
David Cady, Jena Philips,
Casey Burke and gradu-
ate student Geoff
Cowgill.
As the audience strolls
into the Studio to expe-
rience the night of one
acts, they will get the treat of seeing court
jesters and a duel courtesy of Sganarelle.
Tickets are available to students with and
ID and senior citizens for $3.50. The gener-
al public may purchase tickets for $8.
Tickets are available in the university the-
atre ticket office. 
Students directing students
Two one-act plays give two students chance tto direct peers
by jackie watt
Staff writer
photo by Sheryl Sue Sidwell 
Melissa McCamish (Sganarelle), Debbie Donovon
(Celie) and Aimee Oyxin (Paulette) rehearse for
tonights opening of the one-act student directed plays
photo illustration by Ikuya Kurata 
Tarot cards are just one of the ways Monica Russo of “Psychic Readings” uses her
“gift of knowledge” to see what the future holds in store.
photo by Sheryl Sue Sidwell
(L-R) Phil Ash, Geoff Cowgill and Mike Alvarez practice for FUN, one of
tonight’s one-act student directed productions in the Studio of the
Doudna Fine Arts center.  
Charleston is the new home to a psychic.
Imagining crystal balls and gypsies with gaudy jew-
elry? 
Monica Russo, 31, doesn’t claim to talk to the
dead. She doesn’t put hexes on people and she
does not use a crystal ball. She only claims to
have “the gift of knowledge.”
Russo opened ‘Psychic Readings’ just recently
in her home in Charleston. Her specialties
include psychic aura readings and Tarot card read-
ings. These are based a feeling that she will get
from the person during a one-on-one situation in
her home. 
Russo remembers that she first became aware
of her “gift” when she was only twelve. “It start-
ed with having dreams about myself and my family
members. I realized that everything that I saw
would always happen.”
After a short while Russo had visions during
the day. She soon began giving readings for friends
and family. “It was years before I thought about
charging for this. My husband finally suggested
that I do it,” she recalls.
Many of Russo’s clients are just curious or have
questions about what Russo can do. “Most peo-
ple ask about themselves or upcoming events,”
she relates.  She has a lot of repeat clients who
have questions about love and relationships, mar-
riage and divorce, or changes in their love situa-
tions.  Other topics include money, work, moves,
family and kids. She says many of the questions
she’s asked are related to whether or not an
event will happen.
Russo claims that she can predict time frames
of when a situation will take place. She insists that
she is never wrong, “at times I will be a little off
on when exactly something will take place.” 
‘Psychic Readings’ is open 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
daily.  Russo welcomes walk-ins. She charges $30
for a Tarot card reading and $40 for a psychic
aura reading.  
by lauren kraft
Staff writer
With a title like this, one can’t expect
much.
“Set Your S ights Low,” the new
release by the Bludgers, is not just a
clever title. It is pretty sound advice.
“Set Your Sights Low” has its positive
moments and its not-so-hot moments.
Usually it’s both.
Two things really stick out on the
CD. The Bludgers: Andy Leach, electric
guitars and piano; Jon Pheloung, acous-
tic guitars and vocals; Craig Walls, bass;
and Sean Fogarty, drums, do a fine job
handling their respective instruments. 
Track No. 1, “Here Comes Another
One,” gets the CD off on the right foot.
The music flows smooth from beginning
to end and the switch from verse to
chorus is almost unnoticeable.
While the instrumentation is strong
throughout the CD, carrying all of the
tracks, the vocals are in woeful need of
help.
Pheloung seems off key and his voice
clashes with the background. One
doesn’t expect a singer’s voice to mesh
perfectly with the band behind him, but
Phe-loung is so off, he brings down the
quality of the whole CD.
Walls handles the vocals on “Greater
Good” and the eighth track, “Solid,”
and he does do a slightly better job
than Pheloung. But even Walls seems to
be putt ing to much ef for t into his
singing. It has an unnatural feel which,
like Pheloung, brings the whole song
down with it. It’s not a complete loss,
however, the backing vocals are really
good.
It ’s  hard to te l l  whether the
Bludgers took the title of the CD to
heart.  Whichever it was, they had a
good shot, but came up short.
“Set Your Sights Low”
The Bludgers
Hammerhead Records
★ ★
On the heels of “Scream,” his last written success,
screenwriter Kevin Williamson brings another thriller,
“I Know What You Did Last Summer,” to the big
screen.
This film, which can be seen locally at Showplace 8
in Mattoon, has all the elements of a successful
thriller/horror film, but it’s not another “Scream” –
necessarily.
The movie is set in the village of Southport, N.C.,
during summer. The class of 1997 has just graduated
from high school. Helen, played by Sarah Michelle
Gellar, wins a local beauty pageant, much to the
delight of Barry, her jock boyfriend played by Ryan
Phillipe. Helen’s best friend Julie, brought to life by
Jennifer Love Hewitt, and her boyfriend Ray, por-
trayed by Freddie Prinze, Jr., are there to enjoy the
pageant, too.  
To celebrate the victory and their graduation, the
four friends hit the beach to live up their last summer
of adolescence. 
There, they enjoy each other’s company and tell
horror stories all the while as Barry drinks the night
away. When it comes time to leave, Barry is coaxed
to give up his keys to his brand new BMW so Ray can
drive them home safely.
Everything is going great for our characters as they
drive home.  Barry’s in the backseat, still drinking his
bourbon, and spilling it all over the car.  Ray becomes
distracted by Barry’s antics and all of a sudden, they
hit somebody. What do they do? They can’t go to the
police with all that spilled liquor in the car. With the
pressure of expensive college starring them all in
their face, they decide to dump the body in the ocean
and take the secret to their graves.
A year at school passes, and Julie comes home for
the summer rendered sickly and pale because of what
keeping the secret’s doing to her. 
Things don’t get any easier for her when she
receives a mysterious letter that simply says, “I know
what you did last summer.”
Soon, Ray, Barry and Helen are aware of the situa-
tion and the adventures begin. They are stalked by
more letters and a mystery “person” in a fisherman’s
slicker with a huge fish hook and a taste for death and
revenge. All the while, they can’t go to the police,
their conscience eats away at them and they are
pressed to find out who the fisherman is before they
are dismembered. Could the fisherman be Barry’s
enemy, Max, who drove by on that fateful night last
summer? Is it one of them? Is it a ghost? Find out the
answers by going to see the movie.
Filmed under the fine direction of Scottish filmmak-
er Jim Gillespie, this film employs the geography of
the area around and in the village of Southport to
show how it can be a beautiful place to live and grow
up but be a horrifying place to be stalked and killed. 
The music strategically was chosen to perfectly
accentuate the mood and action as the film unfolds;
look out for the soundtrack. Williamson brings us
another strong and intelligent story, but this time he
has a better cast to make the movie come to life.
Hewitt plays the movie’s main heroine superbly. She is
certainly one to pay attention to – at least in this film.  
“I Know What You Did Last Summer” is successful
in giving its audience a strong story with a strong cast
to back it up. Not even annoying high school kids
could take my attention away from the screen. 
But as I walked out of the theater, the rush I got
from enduring horrifying scene after scene in
“Scream” wasn’t there. Your friends who have seen
both films will surely say the same thing but don’t let
them! They are comparing apples and oranges! 
Scream will set the standard for horror films to
come for many years, but “Last Summer” isn’t exactly
a horror film. It is some kind of conglomerate of a
slasher/horror film and a psychological thriller.
Nothing quite like it has ever been made, at least not
as good as this one.  
If you are hungry for another horror film, go ahead
and digest “Last Summer” because it will tide you
over until “Scream 2” hits the screen. Don’t be disap-
pointed with it because it isn’t meant to be a carbon
copy of “Scream.”  Enjoy it for the film it is supposed
to be, a psychological thriller with slasher scenes to
appease the hunger of the legions of Wes Craven fans
who like to have the crap scared out of them.
“I Know What You Did Last Summer” is well
worth the five dollars I used to go see the movie.
Even if you don’t have the means, grab a date and find
a way to go.  This flick is choice.
“I Know What You Did Last Summer”
★ ★ ★ ★
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Psychological mayhem
TM
Specials for 
carry-out & delivery
348 - 5 4 54
Large 1
Item pizza
$600
4 Large
1 Item 
pizzas
$1999
Medium 
1 item pizza
$500
20 inch
Item
pizza
$1099
$1 off md
cheesestix 
$2 off lg
cheesestix
+tax
+tax +tax
HALLOWEEN WEEKEND SPECIALS
Chicken Wings 5 for $1.99 w/ sauce  try ‘em
+tax
JERRY’S PUB
POOL   •   FOOSBALL   •   DARTS
$1.50 Widemouth 16 oz. bottles 
Miller Lite & MGD
$1.25 Jello Shots
Miller Lite Giveaways
Jamaican Tan
& Nail Scapes
410 7th St. • Charleston, IL
217-348-0018
$200 OFF
any service “Where The Sun Never Sets!”
102 W. Lincoln, Suite 2
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
217-348-8368
We buy and
sell Star
Wars, Planet
of the Apes,
& other toys!
$2.00
OFF
Haircut
Reg. $12
$5.00
OFF
Perm
Reg. $50
Hair Styling
1503 7th St.
(East of Old Main)
348-7818
COED
START YOUR WEEK OFF RIGHT
Disciples of Christ
Christian Church
Adams Chapel 1111 Hawthorne Dr.
(East of Rural King on Victoria Lane)
Ray Allen, Senior Minister
Betsy Johnson-Miller, Associate Pastor
Sunday Morning Worship 9 am
For A Ride Call:
345-4629    345-4178
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The fi lm opens to thesound of someone blam-ing Eve’s apple munching
for mankind’s problems, then
proceeds to show the Eve of the
movie, eccentric heiress Celine
Naville (Cameron Diaz), not con-
tent to merely eat the apple.  She
removes it from her butler’s head
via a six-shooter, ala William Tell.  
Welcome to the screwball
comedy of the nineties, courtesy
of the fi lmmaking gang that
sprung “Trainspotting” on us.
“A Life Less Ordinary” begins
with janitor Robert (Ewan
McGregor) losing his job to a
robot. During an attempt to give
his boss a piece of his mind, he
inadvertently finds himself taking
the boss’ daughter (Diaz)
hostage. 
As Robert proves himself an
ineffectual kidnapper, Celine
takes matters into her own
hands and, being the spoiled
bored madcap that she is, she
steers the lad through the prop-
er details of extortion with her
eye on a cut of the ransom.  
Added to this we have two
angels/bounty hunters (Holly
Hunter and Delroy Lindo) whose
duty is to have these two fall in
love, even if they have to hold
guns to their heads to arrange it.
These cupids have ditched the
quiver for surveillance equipment
and automatic weapons.
Director Danny Boyle, screen-
writer John Hodge, producer
Andrew Macdonald and star
McGregor set out to give their
take on the U.S. Using the struc-
ture of a thirties romantic come-
dy as their springboard, they
populate the film with characters
such as a Vietnam vet who barks
like a dog and a gas station atten-
dant whose grating politesse
would better fit a door-to-door
salesman. And nearly everybody
is packing heat and using it. By
the end of the film, every major
character except one has been
shot. This may be the first time
that the use of real, bloody vio-
lence for comic effect has been
put into a traditional comedy
framework. 
We have grown accustomed
to the squeamish laughs induced
by films like “Pulp Fiction” and
“Fargo,” but here they infiltrate
“pure” comedy full force.
These Brits’ fractured look at
American culture begins, natural-
ly enough, in Heaven. With cine-
matographer Brian Tufano, Boyle
conceptualizes Heaven as an effi-
cient corporation with every last
detail in pristine white (except a
tell-tale but blink-and-you-miss-it
glimpse of a desktop U.S. flag). 
This is their first “Hollywood”
movie, financed by Fox, but it is
certainly not a sell-out. They are
much too subversive for that.
The filmmakers’ view of America
the Beautiful consists of business,
bullets and wide-open empty
spaces.  
In the goofy closing credit ani-
mation, the heroes escape to
Scotland.
This precariously balanced
conglomeration of a film might
have toppled if it weren’t for the
superb acting in it. Ewan
McGregor’s Robert is one of the
most endearing characters to
pop onto screens in years and he
plays it beautifully. He’s a com-
plete gentleman, a man who gets
into a friendly conversation with
a woman on the phone after hav-
ing misdialed and demanded a
ransom from her. He’s the poor
slob with the heart of a romantic
and not a malicious bone in his
body. 
In a role reversal typical of
screwball comedy, it is Celine
who is the ‘man’ in this relation-
ship. She chops wood while he
reads a Harlequin. Diaz plays her
with a sexy confidence that
proves the young actress is not
just window dressing. 
As the angels, Hunter and
Lindo provide detailed, creative
characterizations. Hunter, in par-
ticular, is great as a bizarre,
purring sex-kitten of a celestial
body, slinking around and chew-
ing Beach-Nut. Dan Hedaya, who
doesn’t have to move a muscle to
be uproariously funny, is a stroke
of brilliant, unexpected, casting
as head angel Gabriel. Ian Holm,
damn near perfect as always,
plays Diaz’s father, a businessman
so stingy that he demands that
the valise holding the ransom
money is returned to him after
the deal goes down.
“A Life Less Ordinary” is a
fast, lively and quite unique slice
of entertainment. While not
everything always gels in a con-
vincing fashion (and the ‘hip’ pop
soundtrack seems to be
crammed in only to sell CDs),
the freewheeling careening of the
movie keeps structure flaws cov-
ered up by sheer verve. It’s an
audacious shot of adrenaline.
“A Life Less Ordinary”
★ ★ ★ ★
Acting provides back-
by geoff cowgill
Staff writer
704 Jackson or
University Village
345-3454
The only way to
do your Laundry
is...
to let Donna
do it !!
Your Full Service Cleaners
NEED AN HIV TEST?
Free, Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
825 18th Street in Charleston
Testing also provided at Eastern’s Health Service 
after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an 
appointment for either testing site
348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce or Judy
$1 E v e r y t h i n g
this weekend at
S a t u r d a y
E n o u g h  S a i d !
Halloween Cups $1.00 
20oz Lite Refills
Mother's. . .. . .
Friday Halloween Bash
Ladies Nite Specials
(Ladies in FREE!)Lo t so f  
Pr i z es
COME TO
come early, soon as bar
is filled, 1 in-1 out
prizes include $$, gift cert., & much more!!
sponsors: miller lite & body shop
“Miller Girls”Giveaways
onHalloween
$100
$125
$150
“20”oz
“16”oz
DRAFTS
keep the cup
1st, 2nd, 
3rd, & most 
original
Lite Wide 
Mouths
Witches
“everclear”
BREW
shot specials
“Costume Contest”
corona btls.
PREGNANT?
NEED HELP?
• FREE Pregnancy Tests
• Accurate Information
• Strictly Confidential
• Post-Abortion Support
CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Psychic and Tarot Card
Readings By Monica
PAST • PRESENT • FUTURE
Advice on All Matters Of Life:
Love / Marriage / Business / Relationships
Bring this ad for $500 off a Reading
call for appointment 345 - 7767
1105 Lincoln
14” 1 Item Pizza ...or 2 for
$699
$599
$1299
Additional Toppings $1.10.  Not valid with any other offer.
Additional Toppings $1.10.  Not valid with any other offer.
+tax
Lunch Special
Small 2 Topping 
Pizza & 2 Drinks
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
GO OUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
BEGINNING TO
SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812
photo by Sheryl
Sue Sidwell
Eastern students
Eric McEnaney, the
ghost, Michele
Muraski, the little
princess, Lesley
Klappauf, Death,
and Brian Kai, the
mummy,  prepare
for the Halloween
weekend by dress-
ing in their cos-
tumes Wednesday
night.
NEED 1 BEDROOM
APT/HOUSE allows dog, Spring
‘98. Call Mike 345-0176.
______________________11/14
LOSE THE “FRESHMAN 15.”
Don’t starve to lose weight again.
Call 348-0004. We’re 5 minutes
from campus.
______________________10/31
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVEL-
OPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible schedul-
ing also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provid-
ed. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL  61920
E.O.E.
______________________11/13
CHRISTMAS IS COMING. Need
extra money? Sell Avon Call 345-
4197 or 235-1544.
_______________________11/7
GREAT CONSISTENT JOB
THAT WON’T INTERFERE WITH
MOST OF YOUR OTHER
ACTIVITIES! Weekends mid-
night-8 a.m. at Alpha House, a 15
bed group home for Individuals
with developmental disabilities.
Apply at 1701 18th Street,
Charleston, 345-4224.
_______________________11/7
RECEPTIONIST-Charleston busi-
ness seeks a receptionist to work
9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m., Monday-
Friday. Must have good people
skills and a nice phone voice.
Duties would include answering
phones, filing, processing paper-
work, data entry and customer
service. Call or stop by Interim
Personnel 820A Broadway,
Mattoon 235-2299/345-2211.
_______________________11/3
JANITOR-Interim Personnel has
an opening for a PART-TIME
Janitor in Mattoon! Must be able
to work 4 nights/week, 9 p.m.-3
a.m. GREAT FOR STUDENTS!
Must be reliable! Call or stop by
Interim Personnel 820A
Broadway, Mattoon 235-
2299/345-2211.
_______________________11/3
PART-TIME-Interim Personnel
has an opening in Mattoon for a
professional candidate to work 5
p.m.-8 p.m., Monday-Friday. Must
have good communication skills
and some customer service expe-
rience. EXCELLENT OPPORTU-
NITY FOR STUDENTS! Could
lead to a full-time, permanent
position in the marketing field!
Send resume or call Interim
Personnel 820A Broadway,
Mattoon 235-2299/345-2211.
_______________________11/3
Need Cash?  Sell your unwanted
items in the Daily Eastern News.
____________________OO/HA
EARN MONEY AND FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute best SPRING
BREAK packages available!!
INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANI-
ZATIONS, or small GROUPS
wanted! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com.
_______________________11/3
CASH IN ON Hollywood
Opportunities. Call 1-800-400-
3115.
_______________________11/4
STUDIO APARTMENT available
for Spring ‘98. Call Lincolnwood
Pinetree Apartments 345-6000.
______________________10/31
NICE 2 BEDROOM apartment,
located by Charleston Square.
Fireplace, stove and fridge- fur-
nished. 345-5088.
______________________10/31
NICE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE,
Washer/Dryer hook-up, Stove
and fridge included. Large
Closets, nice backyard. 345-
5088.
______________________12/15
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
for rent. Unfurnished. All utilities
paid. 345-6759.
______________________12/15
NICE HOUSE W/ GARAGE for 3
students at 1906 10th St.
References required & parents
must sign lease guarantee.
660.mo 217-849-3043.
_______________________11/3
AVAILABLE SPRING 98!
Furnished 3 bedroom, 5 month
lease. 1/2 block west of Lantz,
with large front & backyard. Quiet
residential area. New living room
furniture, refrigerator, separate
washer & dryer room, & large
multi-purpose common room. Call
348-0157.
______________________11/15
FURNISHED ROOM, Month-to-
Month lease, All utilities paid,
meal included. Near campus.
345-1284.
______________________11/14
1 SUBLESSOR TO SHARE 3
BEDROOM APARTMENT for
Spring ‘98. Call Patti or Teresa.
348-6386.
______________________10/31
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDI-
ATELY for beautiful, spacious 3
bedroom apartment. Own room.
348-8578.
_______________________11/3
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for apart-
ment in University Court. Own
room or roommate. Call Mike at
581-8128.
_______________________11/4
1, 2 OR 3 SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED, Spring ‘98. Nice 3 bedroom
apartment. 348-8578.
_______________________11/3
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 2
bedroom apartment. Each have
own room. Close to campus. 348-
5477.
_______________________11/3
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SP ‘98
For one bedroom apartment.
Heat and Water included, rent
$300/mo. Call 348-6346.
______________________10/31
1 NON-SMOKING, FEMALE
SUBLESSOR needed for apart-
ment on first street. Very close to
campus, own room, last month
rent already paid. Call 348-1975.
______________________10/31
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
FOR SPRING ‘98, 2 bedroom
apartment on 12th St. Call Allison
at 348-8273.
______________________10/30
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED
SPRING ‘98 HUGE 1 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APT. W/ DECK IN
NANTUCKET 348-6523.
_______________________11/5
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING 98 to share 6 bedroom
house. Own bedroom. Female.
Non-smoker $205 a month &
some utilities. Call 345-6900.
_______________________11/3
SKI TRIP-VACATIONS TO
MICHIGAN OVER X-MAS
BREAK, TRANSPORTATION,
LODGING, FOOD, DRINK PACK-
AGES. LOW PRICES! CALL 345-
2858 OR 1-(888) SNOW-899
FOR MORE INFO.
_______________________11/6
**SPRING BREAK...”TAKE 2**
Organize Small Group! Sell
15...Take 2 Free. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Barbados, Padre. Free Parties,
Eats, Drinks. SunSplash 1-800-
4 2 6 -
7710/www.sunsplashtours.com
______________________10/31
SPRING BREAK ‘98. Best Prices
to Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Group Discounts & Free
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, & Go Free! 1-800-234-
7007. http://www.endlesssum-
mertours.com
______________________12/16
SPRING BREAK ‘98’! Free food
and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from $399.
Organize as a small group & trav-
el FREE! Highest commission &
lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a campus repre-
sentative (800)-574-7577.
______________________11/18
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadil lacs, Chevy’s,
BMW’s, Corvette’s, Also Jeeps,
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262.
______________________10/31
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo’s. REO’s. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-
2262 for current listings.
______________________10/31
LOOKING FOR A RIDE TO ST.
LOUIS AIRPORT on Fri. Nov,
21st. Please Contact Crystal
Ward at 2617. Wil l  pay gas
money+.
______________________11/03
EVERYBODY GO TO THE
DELTA ZETA SPAGHETTI DIN-
NER Nov. 2nd-$3 all you can eat
in the Chapter room.
______________________10/31
FREE CASH GRANTS! College
Scholarships, Business. Medical
Bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. G-2262.
______________________10/31
COSTUME RENTAL-HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COS-
TUMES 345-2617.
______________________10/31
COME SPEND HALLOWEEN
with CHRONIC ITCH at TED’S on
Friday, October 31st at 9:30 p.m.
with special guests CRAZY MAR-
VIN from Decatur. SAVE $ on the
price of admission by showing
your REFRESHMENTS TICKET
STUB or WEARING A COS-
TUME.
______________________10/31
COSTUME RENTAL- HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COS-
TUMES 345-2617.
______________________10/31
HAUNTED BARN AND HAUNT-
ED HAY RIDES at Riley Creek
Stables. Oct. 23-Nov. 1 7:00-?
Closed Mon. Oct. 27. 348-1424.
______________________10/31
MONSTERS AND GHOULS
NEEDED for Haunted event at
Riley Creek Stables. Please Call
348-1424.
______________________10/31
HALLOWEEN PARTY AT THE
FRIENDLY INN IN ASHMORE!!!
Bands and prizes for best cos-
tumes!! $100 first prize! Starts Fri.
at 8 p.m. 8 miles East of
Charleston on route 16. Be
There!!!
______________________10/31
“HALLOWEEN BASH” Stus Oct.
31. Sweet costume contest and
specials, and remember get there
early- The last few years have
been the bomb!!!
______________________10/31
EXOTIC DANCERS & MAS-
SAGE GIRLS WANTED. Make up
too $500 per night. No experi-
ence needed. Apply tonight. 9
p.m. at Panthers. 348-0288.
_______________________11/3
EVERYBODY WELCOME! Delta
Zeta Spaghetti Dinner, Nov. 2nd
in Chapter Room or by delivery,
$3 all you can eat! For delivery
call 581-6590.
______________________10/31
CHRONIC ITCH at TED’S on
HALLOWEEN. Band information
at www.chronicitch.com.
______________________10/31
LOSE WEIGHT EARN MONEY
For free catalog Call 348-6474 or
486-6025.
______________________10/31
SARAH GOLEY & HEATHER
GOOD of Tri-Sigma: Good luck
with your first show choir perfor-
mance! Love, Your sisters!
______________________10/31
MEAGAN WARNKE OF ASA,
Congrats on being a big Ruby
now! You are going to make me
proud! Love, Christina
______________________10/31
SHERYL SWHERESMYREDHAT,
Don’t think you get to keep my
hat! you better go active soon,
nobody is ever home at night to
talk to. -Mikey P.S. My sister said
hi!
______________________10/31
DELTA ZETA would like to wish
everyone a Fun and Safe
Halloween!
______________________10/31
JEFF ZILCH OF DELTA TAU
DELTA- Hope you have a great
time on Halloween! Thanks for
the treats at meeting. Love,
YOUR ALPHA GIRLS!
______________________10/31
THE LADIES OF TRI-SIGMA
hopes that everyone has a fun
and safe Halloween.
______________________10/31
DELTS-Happy Halloween! Love,
Heather!
______________________10/31
BILL BUCKLEY OF DELTA
SIGMA PHI: Congratulations on
GREEK WEEK OVERALL! I am
so proud of you! Love, Courtney
______________________10/31
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. are looking for people to participate in
the  Music Xtranvaganza, Mr. Zeta Phi Beta contest, and Buzz Dating
Game which will take place next week November 4,5,6.  If you’re inter-
ested please call the Zeta House @ 7089.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Tell all your sisters, yearbook pictures are at
5 p.m., Wed. Nov. 5 at Coleman Hall. Everyone meet at CH and regu-
lar meeting will follow at 5:30 in Union. Wear pin attire.
WESLEY FOUNDATION The Lighthouse is open for a Halloween
Party & Costume Contest.  There is no cover charge and age restric-
tion. If you are a EIU or Lakeland student. come get scared tonight!
UB AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT COMMITTEE Lecture Saturday at 7 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom. All committee members must attend.  Please
meet in the office at 5:30 p.m.
AHS Trick-or-Souping tonight at 5:30 p.m. Meet at the Booth House.
We will go early and be done by 7 p.m.
CIRCLE K Service meeting Sunday at 7 p.m. at Ann O’s. Call 8067 for
ride or directions.
CIRCLE K Halloween Parade & Trick-or-Soup tonight at 4:30 p.m.
Come for the parade-trick or soup will start afterwards.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass for Holy Day, Feast of all Saints
today at 6 p.m. in Coleman Auditorium.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Trick or Treat for Sickle Cell tonight from 9
a.m.- 3 p.m. in the Union Walkway.
APO Pledge meeting Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
room. Active meeting at 7 p.m. 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir Rehearsal tonight at 6
p.m. in the Fine Arts Room 13.
WESLEY FOUNDATION The Wesley Foundation has a “Cent” Supper
for any student who wants to join us. At the semester’s end, the money
goes to help the hungry. Please let us know if you’re coming by
Friday—348-8191.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass this Sunday at 11 a.m. and 9
p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium room 120.
UNIVERSITY BOARD Performance Arts Committee meeting today at
3 p.m. in the UB office. All are welcome to join in and give suggestions.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
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DELTA SIGS: Congratulations on
your Homecoming win! I knew yo
could show your spirit! Do ya!
Duda! Love your Sweetheart,
Courtney
______________________10/31
RAY MANKOWSKI, Thanks for
inviting us to Sigma Nu Crush
Dance. It was fabulous! Sigma
Love, Holly and Emily
______________________10/31
TO ALL OUR SIGMA NU
CRUSHES: We had a wonderful
t ime on Wednesday. Thanks.
Love, the ladies of Tri-Sigma.
______________________10/31
TO SARAH BLAIR: You are a
great Ruby Sis! Thanks for every-
thing! Alpha Love and Mine,
Munch.
______________________10/31
ASA NEW MEMBERS- We love
you all to pieces! Alpha Love, The
Rubies.
______________________10/31
LESLIE WILLIAMS OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Happy Birthday!
Love, Your sisters.
______________________10/31
KRISY KURTYKA OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA. Your sisters
would like to wish you a Happy
Birthday!
______________________10/31
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA PHI
would like to wish everyone a
Happy Safe Halloween!
______________________10/31
JESSICA & MEGHAN OF ASA
Congrats on initiation! I’m so
proud of you! Love, Stephanie!
______________________10/31
MEGHAN DYER OF ASA:
Congrats on initiation. You are a
beautiful ruby! Alpha Love, Your
big sis!
______________________10/31
HI BOODNESS, I love you!
Happy Halloween! Love,
Boodness
______________________10/31
GOOD LUCK EIU WOMEN’S
CROSS-COUNTRY! Catch EK!
We’ll be thinking of you. Dunker
and Hannah
______________________10/31
COREY, JESSE, CHAD,
Revenge will be sweeter than
sugar!
______________________10/31
SARAH ROUSSIN OF ALPHA
PHI- We love our kiddo! Hope
you had fun Wednesday night!
We’ll go out again soon!! Love,
Sara and Corey.
______________________10/31
classifiedadvertisinghe Daily Eastern News
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM                                               BY MIKE PETERS
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM                                               BY MIKE PETERS
Personals Personals
FALL 1997 TRANSCRIPTS The Records Office is now accepting tran-
script requests for after Fall 1997 grades or Fall 1997 graduation. Turn
in requests at 119 Old Main. Cost per transcript is $4.00 – Michael
Taylor, Registrar
UNCLEAR RECORDS The academic records for students who have
outstanding obligations with such departments as Booth Library,
Athletic Department, Textbook Rental Service, Financial Aids,
Chemistry Department, Security, Housing, etc. will be marked unclear.
Each student should check with all departments to clear all obligations
prior to semester or summer term breaks and/or leaving the University
permanently. Official transcripts for any student with an unclear record
will be withheld and not sent to anyone or any place. A hold on a stu-
dent’s record precludes readmission, registration, or graduation.
official notices
Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
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Think you are to old totrick-or-treat? Lookingfor an escape from the
kiddies on the All Hallows Eve?
Well boys and ghouls, Ted’s
Warehouse and many other
Charleston establishments have
activities planned for those look-
ing for an “adult” crowd.
This Fright-day Chronic Itch
and Crazy Marvin will play Ted’s,
102 N. Sixth St.
Brian Howell, vocalist for
Crazy Marvin, had planned to
play Ted’s last weekend, but a
conversation with members of
Chronic Itch members, they
were able to scare up the
Halloween gig.
Crazy Marvin, which Howell
describes as “electric funk, but
still with some alternative rock,”
has been together for nine
months.
“We just started playing,” he
said. “We took a big time to get
our set, because we do original
numbers. Things have been pret-
ty steady.”
Formed of the remnants of
other bands from the Decatur
area, like some kind of musical
Frankenstein’s monster, Crazy
Marvin has enjoyed relatively
early success. The cover for this
Halloween show will be $3.
“Things are going really well,
better than we expected,”
Howell said. “We didn’t think
we’d get an opportunity to play
places like Ted’s this quickly.”
But that’s not all. Chills and
thrills abound in the Charleston
area.
What better place for a
Halloween concert than the
Dungeon in back of Friends &
Co., at 509 Van Buren?
Backbone and Trickledown
apparently think its a pretty
good spot for a ghoulish boogie-
down as they will be performing
there tonight. The cover for the
show is $3.
The Uptowner and Cellar,
623 Monroe, will host a
Saturday movie matinee to help
those die-hard Halloween lovers
stay in the spirit of the season.
Films to be shown include “The
Bride of Frankenstein,” “Abbott
and Costello Meet
Frankenstein” and “The Thing
(1979).”
There is no need to fear. Even
those who haven’t geared up for
Halloween weekend will not be
left with another dead evening,
for Charleston has many other
ghoulish activities planned
including hayrides and haunted
houses.
Halloween fun for
by drew granger
Staff writer NEW YORK (AP) – At least one
cuddly, fur-wearing creature won’t
be receiving much compassion
from animal-rights activists this
winter – supermodel Naomi
Campbell.
Her crime? Inappropriate
eveningwear.
Three years after appearing in
her birthday suit for an “I’d-rather-
go-naked-than-wear-fur” ad,
Campbell incited howls of outrage
when she sauntered down a Milan
catwalk earlier this year draped in
a Fendi sable.
“Naomi Campbell has shown
that she has more beauty than
brain cells,” hissed Dan Matthews,
campaign director of People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals,
based in Norfolk, Va. “She has cer-
tainly given models their brainless
reputation.” PETA gave Campbell,
27, her walking papers, declaring
the leggy mannequin, well, a turn-
coat for defecting from the anti-fur
movement. The model complained
to the press about being too
young to fully comprehend the
implications when she signed up
with PETA.
Campbell’s British agency, Elite
Premier, refused comment.
“Well, that’s the risk if you deal
with celebrities,” said Wim de
Kok, executive director of Citizens
to End Animal Suffering and
Exploitation. “A celebrity is also a
human being. It’s nice if you can
convince them to support a good
cause, but I guess they have to stay
in business, too.” Campbell’s defec-
tion is only the latest loose thread
in the slowly unraveling celebrity
coalition that once fur-ociously
battled for animal rights.
Veronica Webb, Carla Bruni,
Kristen McMenamy and Helena
Christensen have all recently
donned pelts. Claudia Schiffer,
long considered an anti-fur hold-
out until she finally signed up, also
has been spotted in fur this sea-
son. 
Activists angry
with former fans
of animal rights 
good writers
Call Racheal or Jonathon in the
newsroom @ 581-2812 or stop by
(we’re underneath the bowling alley
in the Union)
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New to the Charlestonmusic scene, but not toIllinois, is the twisty, syn-
copated rock trio from
Bloomington, Ill., the Spelunkers.
Their first CD, “Breakfast Is
America,” is an eclectic effort
which showcases the band’s care-
free nature and musical prowess.
Spelunkers is driven by the
wickedly quick guitar and vocals
of Tommy O’Donnell and held
together by the frantic bass of
Clay Thompson and the thunder-
ing beats of drummer John
Ganser.
“Breakfast
Is America”
is a l ight-
hearted con-
tribution to
the popular
music scene
that at times
reminded me
of everything
from Jethro
Tull to Frank
Zappa. I ’m
still trying to figure out if the
Spelunkers are paying homage to
Supertramp through the title or
simply mocking the group. It real-
ly makes little difference because
the title works.
I could relate easily to the
music because midwestern
themes and mentalities ring true
in several of the tunes. The songs
“Grounded to the Soil” and
“Iowa” express some of the frus-
tration which comes with living in
the middle of hundreds of miles
of corn.
Possibly the best showcase of
the band’s talent as well as cre-
ative inspiration is the song
“Goodnite Gents,” which is the
most original and
refreshing song I
have heard in
months. The guitar
is crisp and cutting,
and the syncopated
beats of the bass
and drums keep the
listener’s toe tap-
ping.
More pensive,
but still quirky, are
the songs “Diggin’
A Hole” and
“Quake.” Some of the rhythms
and melodies hark back to care-
free folk tunes of the long past
hippy days some students’ par-
ents might remember.
Through the combination of
smart lyrics and interesting, stim-
ulating beats, Spelunkers has cre-
ated an album that satisfies. 
Beware, though, this stuff is
not easy to get into. The first
time I listened to the album I got
a headache. Simply stated, the
music grows on you, so give it
that second and third listen,
you’ll thank yourself.
Spelunkers is complicated
music in an age when simple,
sometimes boring, music is the
most popular and profitable.
Fortunately, more of these types
of stimulating, interesting groups
are beginning to meet with
increased success. Just look at
the Dave Matthew’s Band.
My suggestion is to give the
Spelunkers a whirl. It is a talented
band with a quirky, offbeat direc-
tion that gives its music the edge
I think lots of listeners are look-
ing for.
Besides, the Spelunkers are
somewhat local and herald the
support of fellow Illinois folk. 
“Breakfast is America”
Spelunkers
Shiny On Top Records
★ ★ ★
by christian schiavone
Staff writer
Earlier this month, a
Springfield entrepreneur, Danny
Smith, opened a small business
called Capital Hemp. 
He runs his business from a
cart in the White Oaks Mall in
Springfield Illinois. He offers a
wide selection of hemp prod-
ucts from hemp jeans and t-
shirts to bags, jewelry, hats and
wallets. Also offered are hemp-
oil soaps and candles. 
Smith says his prices are
“always lower than the average
retail prices”. For example a
pair of hemp-fiber jeans which
would normally cost $70, only
cost $50 when purchased from
Capital Hemp. Also, he will
order any hemp product for a
customer if he does not have it
in stock.
Smith wanted to open his
business because he felt the
need to educate the public
about the many uses of hemp,
as well as its benefits to the
environment. 
He said a good use for hemp
is definitely paper, because there
would not be as many trees cut
down in order to make paper. 
“You can get four times the
paper out of an acre of hemp
than an acre of trees, and there
is no need to cut down all those
trees,” Smith said. 
Furthermore, hemp paper
has a longer shelf life than
papers that come from other
sources, which makes it eco-
nomical and environmentally
safe, Smith said.
Smith also said another use
for hemp would be in the cloth-
ing industry. Hemp fiber is, in
fact, three times as durable as
cotton fiber, he said.
Although his main reason for
starting the business was to
educate, he will not deny the
fact that hemp is a fad right
now.
“It will help out my pocket-
book just a bit, but if nothing
else I just want to educate,”
Smith said.
Smith is definitely an activist
when it comes to educating the
public about the many uses of
hemp. He is eager to get the
word out about the fact that
hemp is a very versatile as well
as environmentally-friendly
product, he said. Smith wants
to make sure people don’t have
misconceptions about his busi-
ness. All of his products have
very little THC in them, which
should lower the concern that
his business sells drugs of any
kind, he said.
Hemp educa-
by sarah hinton
Staff writer
S p e l u n k e r s ’
first CD attempt
fueled by fun
photo il lustration by Anna
Betzelberger
This necklace is just one of many
items that is made from hemp
¡OPOTUNIDAD!
• Premium pay for bilingual/Spanish-speaking 
part-time operators
• Starting wage: $6.85
• Shift differential pay
• Sundays and Holidays - time and one half
• Applicants must be willing to work varied shifts 
including nights, weekends and holidays
Applicants must apply at the
Illinois Department of Employment Security
115 N. 15th St. • Mattoon, IL
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday
(An Equal Opportunity Employer, An Employer Paid Ad)
New Releases
$3.00 PER DAY
All others 
$2.00 PER WEEK
638 W. Lincoln
345-3407
Check Out Our Nintendo 64
Games at 
Craig’s Video
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
Large Thin Single Item
For the Low Price of
$7.95 plus tax
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends
345-3400
Pagliai’s Pizza Advertise.
